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Chapter 1

Introduction

A hadron is a bound state of quarks and gluons described by quantum chromo-
dynamics (QCD). This non-Abelian quantum field theory is a medal with two
complementary sides. Although this is a matter of personal taste, the bad side
is usually considered the low-energy or long-distance behavior. If the particles,
that is, the quarks and gluons, have momenta of the order of a few hundred MeV,
the interaction becomes so strong that they cannot escape each other. Thus, free
quarks and gluons can never exist. This behavior is known as confinement and, as
many other low-energy properties, it has not been proven rigorously. For a review,
see Ref. [1]. In the low-energy regime the value of the coupling constant is so large
that one cannot apply perturbation theory. This makes low-energy QCD hard to
handle theoretically. Important quantities, such as hadronic mass ratios, so far
have only been calculated from first principles by means of lattice methods and
strong computers. The distribution and fragmentation functions we will encounter
in this thesis are other examples of non-perturbative quantities.

The good side of the QCD medal is the high-energy or short-distance side.
If the particles have momenta of the order of a few GeV or more, they interact
weakly. That is, QCD is asymptotically free [2, 3, 4]. In this regime perturbation
theory can be safely applied and has been done so with considerable success. A
typical example of a purely short-distance process is the e+e~ annihilation into
hadrons [5]. From the calculation of the cross section for this process one has, for
instance, deduced that the number of colors that quarks can have is three.

A process which combines both perturbative and non-perturbative physics is
the inclusive deep-inelastic scattering (DIS) of a lepton (i.e., electron, muon, neu-
trino) off a hadron target. It has played a central role in the history of QCD,
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and will do so in this thesis. The large energy scale is the transferred momentum
Q2. In the limit that Q2 becomes infinite, experiments show [6] that the cross sec-
tion becomes a function of only one scalar, the Bjorken variable x. This is called
scaling, and can be explained in (at least) three ways. First, that is, before the
experiment, Bjorken predicted scaling using current-algebra techniques [7]. This
derivation was physically not very transparent, in contrast to the parton-model
explanation by Feynman [8]. He showed that scaling is obtained when the hadron
is considered as a collection of free point-like particles; partons. He could also de-
rive other features of the experimental data by assuming that these partons have
spin 1/2. The identification of partons with quarks is then quickly made. A third
way to derive scaling is by using the operator product expansion (OPE) [9, 10]. It
gives the DIS cross section in terms of products of (perturbatively calculable) coef-
ficient functions and (not perturbatively calculable or non-perturbative) operator
matrix elements. The latter in the cross section contribute at different orders of
l/Q. The leading operators are called twist-two, the sub-leading ones twist-three,
etcetera. Another prediction of the OPE is the logarithmic violation of the scal-
ing [11] which can be deduced from the anomalous dimensions of the operators.
This experimentally well-established scaling violation is a strong piece of evidence
in favor of QCD as the correct theory of the strong interaction.

Although the OPE gives the most rigorous and complete description of the
DIS process, it is very formal and does not appeal to one's physical intuition, as
Feynman's parton model does. The good features of both approaches are com-
bined in the field theoretic model, envisaged by Politzer [12], but applied by Ellis,
Furmariski, and Petronzio [13, 14] (EFP). This model is equivalent to the OPE
(at least at tree level) [14, 15], but the partonic interpretation is very clear from
the diagrams. The scaling result, for instance, can be obtained from the so-called
handbag diagram of Fig. l.l(a). The blob contains the non-perturbative, or soft,
physics and describes the behavior of quarks in a hadron with momentum P and
polarization S. It is parametrized by distribution or, in the case of hadronization,
fragmentation functions which basically are hadronic matrix elements of non-local
quark-field operators. The hard part, showing the forward scattering amplitude of
a virtual photon of momentum q off a quark with momentum k, can be calculated
using ordinary Feynman rules. The diagram in Fig. 1.1(6) is higher-twist. It in-
volves an extra non-perturbative gluon. These and other sources of l/Q suppressed
contributions will be the subject of this thesis.

The major advantage of using the field theoretic model instead of the OPE
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(a)

Figure 1.1: Handbag (a) and higher-twist (6) diagram.

is that the former can be generalized to other high-energy processes, whereas the
latter cannot. For example, we will express the Drell-Yan cross section in terms
of the same distribution functions as the ones in DIS. For this to be true one
has to prove that all (infrared) divergencies, arising from the inclusion of QCD
radiative corrections, can be absorbed in the distributions. That this factorization
is justified in QCD is highly non-trivial [16] and needs to be proven still for most
processes we consider. Especially the measurement of an extra small transverse
momentum in the final state poses a lot of problems. Proving factorization thus
remains a major challenge.

This thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 deals with inclusive DIS. The
cross section is written in terms of structure functions, depending in general on
z and Q2, which are derived in an on-shell quark model. The calculation in the
field theoretic model, which does allow for off-shell quarks, is treated extensively,
including such poignant topics as electromagnetic and color gauge invariance. An
improvement on the EFP approach by Qiu is explained and extended to include
non-zero quark masses. Chapter 3 is devoted to the study of the soft matrix
elements, or correlation functions. Using general symmetries as Lorentz, parity and
time-reversal invariance, we limit the number of distribution functions. Important
relations between them, imposed by the equations of motion for the quark fields,
are derived. Two polarized higher-twist distributions are studied more closely
and are found to satisfy some nice sum rules. In chapter 4 we turn to the Drell-
Yan process, i.e., the production of a high-mass lepton-pair by the collision of
two hadrons. At leading twist the structure functions are derived and studied in
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several kinematical regimes. At sub-leading twist a careful treatment of transverse
momenta is needed to ensure electromagnetic gauge invariance. We find a new
result for the asymmetry in the cross section for scattering a transversely polarized
hadron beam off a longitudinally polarized hadronic target. Chapter 5 deals with
the DIS process, but with an additional hadron observed in the final state. Because
this involves hadronization, there appear fragmentation functions in the result. At
leading order we find a new structure function that has not yet been studied in the
existing literature. In addition to an azimuthal asymmetry, known as the Collins
effect, using the field theoretic model we find another angular dependence. At
subleading order we make efforts to give experimenters handles on how to access
the numerous distribution and fragmentation functions. The goal of chapter 6 is to
leave the tree-level realm, and start to include QCD radiative corrections. They
give rise to scaling violation or evolution. At higher-twist the calculations are
more complex than at leading twist due to the appearance of quark-gluon-quark
correlations. These problems do not arise for free-quark targets and fragments. We
calculate exactly the one-loop-corrected structure functions for both one-quark-
inclusive and totally inclusive DIS on a quark. In chapter 7 we summarize and
give an outlook on future experimental and theoretical projects.



Chapter 2

Inclusive deep-inelastic scattering

2.1 Introduction
The inelastic scattering of electrons off proton or deuteron targets at large trans-
ferred momentum Q2, shortly written as deep-inelastic scattering (DIS), is no-
torious because of its role in unravelling the substructure of these targets. The
observed dependence on only one scalar, the Bjorken variable x = Q2/(2P • q), of
the cross section was called scaling [6] and can be explained if the proton is build up
out of point-like constituents. This was predicted by Bjorken, who used current al-
gebra [7]. Callan and Gross used the same techniques to show that the constituents
must have spin 1/2 [17]. It was Feynman who, with the quark parton model, gave
the more intuitive explanation of the cross section as the incoherent sum of elastic
scatterings off 'free' partons inside the proton. After the establishment of quan-
tum chromodynamics (QCD) as an asymptotically free theory [2, 3, 4], this parton
picture could be given a more rigorous meaning by the operator product expansion
(OPE) [10]. It was in this context that so-called higher-twist operators appeared
which, in the cross section, were associated with terms sub-leading in the 1/Q
expansion.

We will not work with the OPE since it is valid only for inclusive DIS. Since
we are interested mainly in the Drell-Yan and semi-inclusive DIS, we will use a
method that can be generalized. This is the field theoretic approach, initialized
by Politzer [12] and worked out by Ellis, Furmariski, and Petronzio [13, 14]. The
latter authors also show that for DIS it is in fact equivalent to the OPE.

Two pedagogical introductions are the books by Halzen and Martin [18] and
Roberts [19]. They also have a large phenomenological and experimental compo-
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P,S

Figure 2.1: Inclusive deep-inelastic scattering.

nent. For a thorough treatment of the OPE we refer to [5]. A comparison between
the OPE, the field theoretic, and the parton model is made in chapter 2 of [15].
That the parton model gives unnatural results for higher-twists is demonstrated
in a recent review of polarized DIS by Anselmino, Efremov, and Leader, Ref. [20],
hereafter cited as AEL. As targets we will only consider spin ^ hadrons. For an
analysis of DIS on an arbitrary spin target see e.g. Ref. [21].

The line-up of this chapter is as follows. In section 2.2 we make some general
remarks on the deep-inelastic scattering process. In section 2.3 the polarized DIS
structure functions are calculated in the context of the on-shell quark model. Sec-
tion 2.4 is crucial, because it incorporates the full QCD field theory. The cross
section is written in terms of proton matrix elements of quark and gluon fields.
We devote a subsection to the restoration of manifest color and electromagnetic
gauge invariance.

2.2 Inclusive DIS, general

Consider a polarized lepton scattered inelastically off a polarized hadron. Due to
the smallness of the electromagnetic coupling, this process is dominated by the one-
photon exchange as depicted in Fig. 2.1. For the cases of Z- or W-boson exchange,
see for instance [20] and the references therein. In the inclusive measurement,
only the momentum of the scattered lepton is detected. That is, in the process
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£(l) -f- H(P) —> ̂ '('0 + X> w e write the momenta in the target-rest-frame as

/ = (£,/) , (2.1)

I' = ( £ ' A (2.2)
P = (Af.O), (2.3)

q = («,,$), (2.4)

where v = F • g/A/ = E — E'. The negative z-axis is chosen along q = I — I'. The
DIS cross section may now be expressed as

where <ffi is the solid angle in which the final lepton is being detected, a = ea/(47r)
is the fine structure constant and Q2 = — q2 = — (I — I')2. The leptons are taken
to be massless, and having helicities Ae and \'e respectively. Summing over the
latter1, one obtains for the leptonic tensor

K
= 2 ( f T + r"/" - / • Vgv + Xeit^

a0lal'p) . (2.6)

The DIS hadronic tensor is special in the sense that it can be written as the matrix
element of a product of current operators,

^ <n°)l \P, S), (2-7)

where S is the covariant spin vector characterizing the polarization of the hadron
and satisfying P • S = 0 and S2 = —1. The hadron tensor, using Lorentz, gauge,
parity and time-reversal invariance as well as the electromagnetic gauge-in variance
condition W^q,, = Wv>iqv = 0, can be expanded in terms of four scalar structure
functions,

W" = Wl(P-q1Q
2)(-g^-^'^

Q*

+MGl(P-qiQ
2)ic»"a(3qaSp

G2(P-q,Q2)
M

(2.8)

1For the case of observed A ,̂ see Sec. 2.1 of AEL.
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As one can see, all the spin dependence is in the antisymmetric part of the last two

lines. Note also that, since one needs the antisymmetric part of the lepton tensor,

from Eq. (2.6) one concludes that the lepton necessarily needs to be polarized in

order to measure Gi or G2.

In the Bjorken limit one lets both Q2 and P-q go to infinity, with x=Q2/(2P-q)

fixed. It will turn out that one finds scaling in this limit, that is,

P.q,Q2) = Fl(x), (2.9)

^W2(P -q,Q2) = F2(x), (2.10)

lim(P • q)MG1(P • q, Q2) = <fc(z), (2.11)

lim M G2{P • 9> Q2) = 9*(*)> (2-12)

where the scaling functions Fi, F2, g%, and g2 are dimensionless. The approach to

these limits is logarithmically. For general Q2 it is therefore more practical to use

for the hadron tensor, W11" = Wg" + W^", the expansions

s

(2.14)

The four structure functions satisfy certain positivity conditions which arise due
to the Hermiticity of the electromagnetic current in definition (2.7). They are [22]
(omitting the x and Q2 arguments for brevity)

Fx > 0, (2.15)

^-F2-Fl > 0, (2.16)
Zx

|<7i-4zV<72| < F, (2.17)

2xr\gi+g2\ < yG\ (^F 2 -F , ) , (2.18)

where « = 1 + 4x2r2 with r = M/Q. In appendix 2.A we present a new deriva-

tion of these conditions which circumvents the use of the rather elaborate helicity

formalism.

The function gi is called the longitudinal spin structure function. In order to

see why, decompose the spin vector as
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where by definition the transverse spin vector satisfies ST • P = ST • q = 0. The
constant /c = 1 + Ax2 M2 (Q2 is taken to be one, because (i) we discard target
mass corrections [23, 24, 25], and (ii) we consider only M/Q corrections. So in the
following we will often write equal-signs where in fact we mean 'up to corrections
of relative order M2/Q2\ Insertion of the above decomposition in Eq. (2.14) gives

= T~it'll'aPq [ * ( x > Q 2 ) x M STP\ ' ( 2 ' 2 0 )

where the hadron's helicity X = M(S • q)/{P • q)- Hence the name of gx. The
combination

gr(x,Q2)i= 9l(x,Q2) + g2(x,Q2), (2.21)

is often named the transverse spin structure function for obvious reasons.

2.3 On-shell quark model

The first, and most primitive, model of the proton we are going to consider is the
on-shell quark model. In this model all gluons (and thereby their interactions with
the quark) are discarded. So the proton is considered a gas of free on-shell quarks
(we also will discard anti-quarks and more flavors for simplicity), which, however,
are allowed to have a certain transverse momentum. The unpolarized structure
functions in this model were considered in Refs [13, 14]. For a calculation of the
polarized ones, see Refs [26, 27]. Our approach is somewhat different from that
of the latter authors, but the ingredients (on-shellness, transverse momentum,
covariance) are the same.

The hadron tensor in the on-shell quark model follows from the calculation
of handbag diagram depicted in Fig. 1.1. For calculational purposes we make
a Sudakov decomposition of all participating vectors in terms of two light-like
vectors p and n satisfying p • n = 1.

(2.22)

(2.23)

(2.24)
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k = tP+^-^-n + kr. (2.25)

We define for later use the transverse tensors

iff = gr - p»n" - n y , (2.26)

-j% = eToPpatifi. (2.27)

Transverse vectors are projected out by the symmetric tensor. So, for instance,
kj. = <#"&„. Note that k\ < 0. The handbag diagram reads (e being the quarks
fractional electromagnetic charge)

xTr {(ft + m)l±2l^lhlr{fi + ff + m)yj . (2.28)

Here V(£, k\) is the quark probability density per unit d^d^kx- From covariance
one induces that it must be of the form

^ { a ) , (2.29)

where the dimensionless scalar variable is defined as

From kj- < 0 one obtains a lower boundary <7min(£) = £ + m2/(£M2)t whereas from
the fact that the spectators are physical, (P — k)2 > 0, one gets a maximum value
<7mM = 1 + m2/M2. Note that the latter must be larger than the former, leading to
a restriction of the ̂ -values to the interval [m2/M2,1]. The pseudovector «'1(^, fcy)
is the quark spin density vector. It has to satisfy k • s =0 . This condition together
with Lorentz, parity, and time-reversal invariance restricts 5 to be of the form

(2.31)

where the scalar functions G and H have the same support as F. Inserting
Eqs. (2.29) and (2.31) into (2.28), we obtain the structure functions in the on-
shell quark model

£ > [ H ^ ) ^ 4 (232)
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Because this is a tree-level calculation, the structure functions show no Q2 depen-

dence. Remember also that they are zero for x outside the interval \m2 /M2,1].

It is worthwhile to mention that the unpolarized scaling functions in this model

are [14]

/ " " \ (2.34)

and F2(x) = 2xFi(x), also known as the Callan-Gross relation [17]. Owing to

the positive semi-definiteness of the generating function F, the positivity condi-

tion (2.15) is satisfied in this model. To the present accuracy, one may set K

to one, so condition (2.16) also holds. In appendix 2.B we prove the relation

liftO17)! ^ Fi(x), which is the leading-order version of Eq. (2.17). Finally, for the

last constraint, Eq. (2.18), we should have kept order M2/Q2 contributions in the

unpolarized structure functions, which we didn't. See, however, Ref. [14].

Another interesting aspect of the above structure functions is the fact that the

Burkhardt-Cottingham sum rule [28], f$ dxg2(x) = 0, is satisfied identically, even

for non-zero quark mass m [27].

We consider two limits of the above model. First, the case where the target

is a single quark. Then, M = m, £ = 1, kr = 0, and hence a = 2. Using this

in Eqs. (2.32) and (2.33) gives the following structure functions for a single free

quark

9l(x) = jS(l-x), (2.35)

g2(x) = 0. (2.36)

Especially the second result for g2 is rather unrealistic for the real proton. In

chapter 3 we will argue that the deeper physical reason for it is the absence of

transverse momentum.

The second limit we consider is m < M, in reality a good approximation,

taking into account the fact that m may be taken to be the current-quark mass [27].

In that case the structure functions reduce to

) , (2.37)
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The nice feature of these results is that gi and gi are generated by the same function
G, and hence the latter structure function can be derived from the former. Indeed,
one can show [26]

„_ „ . (2-39)

This relation was first derived using the OPE by Wandzura and Wilczek in [29].
The right-hand side is therefore often called the Wandzura-Wilczek part of gi. For
a more complete review of the parton model in connection with gi, see Sec. 3 of
AEL [20].

In summary, the on-shell quark model can give the polarized DIS structure
functions in terms of only two generating functions G and H depending on a
single scalar variable. The model incorporates quark transverse momentum in a
correct i.e. covariant way. Its major drawback is that it does not incorporate off-
shellness and (closely connected with it) gluons. This will be the new ingredient
in the field theoretic model.

2.4 Field theoretic model

In this section we outline the field theoretic model by calculating the polarized
DIS structure functions. Both electromagnetic and color gauge invariance are seen
to be manifestly satisfied.

2.4.1 Outline

In Ref. [12] Politzer proposed to calculate the higher-twist corrections by using
an algorithm that factorizes the scattering amplitudes in a hard short-distance
part which is perturbatively calculable, and soft long-distance parts which are not
calculable as yet but process-independent. This more descriptive than explicit
paper was used by EFP as a starting point for their work on power corrections to
the DIS structure functions. Since they considered unpolarized scattering only, the
higher-twist terms contribute at order M2/Q2. More precisely, both unpolarized
structure functions F\ and Fi receive twist-four corrections. In this section we will
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V.

Art
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o
o 1*2

Figure 2.2: Expansion of the forward scattering amplitude up to order MjQ.

outline the field theoretic approach and apply it to polarized DIS, leading to twist-
three corrections vanishing like M/Q. This calculation was done first by Efremov
and Teryaev in Ref. [30] and can also be found in AEL [20].

Consider again the DIS hadronic tensor (2.7). It is related to the forward
photon-hadron amplitude

T"" = i ci*-*(P,5|r[7"(z)Jri'(0)] \P,S),

through the optical theorem

2wMWu> = Imp1""].

(2.40)

(2.41)

The right-hand side in its turn can be rewritten as an s-channel discontinuity
Imp1""] = Disc[T"I/]/(2t).

In the field theoretic model the forward scattering amplitude is written as a
sum of Feynman diagrams. They are factorized in an upper part S and a lower
part P. Neglecting logarithmic Q2 scaling violation, the upper parts S are one-
particle-irreducible Feynman graphs, the lower parts T being the parton-hadron
Green functions with untruncated parton legs. It is imperative to use the light-like
axial gauge A • n = 0, because then the number of participating partons at a given
order in the \jQ power expansion is limited. To be specific, at order {\[Q)T in this
gauge, the only diagrams contributing have less than r + 3 interacting partons (i.e.
quarks or gluons) [13, 14]. Thus, for our l/Q calculation we need only the graphs
with two quarks and zero or one gluon as depicted in Fig. 2.2. The two-gluon
graph is not shown, since at tree level the hard part is zero. Likewise, the cases of
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one or three gluon, and one or three quark fields, are seen to vanish. Formally we
expand the forward amplitude up to and including order M/Q as

T"" = jd*k Tr[S>"'(k)r(k)] + Jd4kld
4k2 Tr [ ^ ( ^ . f c i ) ^ ^ , ^ ) ] . (2.42)

For both terms the color structure of the upper part is simple, that is, of the form

l,j and T*j, respectively. By convention these color matrices are absorbed2 into

the lower part. The traces in Eq. (2.42) therefore are over Dirac indices only. We

need the following time-ordered connected hadron matrix elements

j ^ i eik*(P,S|T[W(0)V>o(z)]|P,S), (2.43)

X(P,S|T[^(0)^(z2)<M*i)] |P,S). (2.44)

They are to be connected with the upper parts which, on tree level, are depicted
in Fig. 2.3. We will come back to the crossed graphs at the end and, for now,
consider only one quark flavor of fractional electromagnetic charge e. The essen-
tial assumption in the EFP factorization scheme is that all parton momenta are
nearly collinear with the incoming hadron. Then, it is sensible to use the Taylor-
expansions of the upper parts along p, also named collinear expansions. They are
up to order 1/Q accuracy

ASP" (fin)
^ + . . . , (2.45)

T ? (2-46)

where £ = k • n and £, = &,• • n (i = 1,2). Following EFP, we use the Ward identity

which at tree level follows from the relation

- m'
(2 48)

but which can be proven at all orders in the strong coupling [31]. The (k —
term in Eq. (2.45) turns into a derivative on the quark fields, and can be combined
with the gluonic term to a covariant derivative D = d — igA. The final expression

3In the quark-gluon-quark graph, an additional coupling constant g is transferred from the
upper to the lower part.
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(d)

Figure 2.3: Tree-level upper parts.

for the forward scattering amplitude in this factorization scheme consists of two
momentum-fraction convolutions,

(2.49)

We introduced the projector w ' , = gp
a — ppn(r, and made use of the fact that in

the light-cone gauge A" = uj"aA
a. The lower parts are defined as

(2.50)

?). (2.51)

To preserve color gauge invariance one should include gauge links in between the

operators. Working in the light-cone gauge, however, they can be chosen to be

unity. We postpone a more elaborate discussion on link operators to the next

section.
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The next step is to obtain the DIS hadronic tensor from Eq. (2.49) by taking

the s-channel discontinuity. In Sec. 3 of Ref. [14] it is argued that the discontinuity

acts on the upper parts only. Thus, we find

2MWi" = / £ [ ( f c ) ( £ ) ]

+ fdtidbTt[E?{t7p,tlP)u'.ri)(Cut2)], (2.52)

where generically E = Disc[5]/(27ri).

This is the crucial formula, from which we will derive the polarized structure

functions g\ and gr = g\ + <fe- We need to be careful, though, if we project

them out using the expansion (2.14), because electromagnetic gauge invariance is

not preserved on a diagram-by-diagram basis. There is only one extra structure

possible not respecting W*"qv = 0, namely, g3(x, Q^ic^^PaSp/iP-q). T n e t n r e e

structure functions are projected out according to (neglecting M2/Q2 corrections)

M
i^ = 9l, (2.53)

i
2STST

T3 = g3. (2.55)

Electromagnetic gauge invariance implies that in the sum of diagrams the gz terms

cancel.

Consider the first quark-quark term in Eq. (2.52). We calculate the upper part

arising from the uncrossed diagram in Fig. 2.3(a). To obtain its discontinuity we

apply the Cutkosky rules [32, 33].

= £pt{ ' { = e*6 (((P + of - m2) y ( f y + 4 + m)7".(2.56)

Using the Sudakov expansion q = — xp + nQ2/(2x) and neglecting the m2/Q2 in

the delta-function, we get

+ symmetric under / if>c. (2.57)
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Inserting this relation into Eq. (2.52) and using the projections (2.53) to (2.55),
we obtain for the quark-quark graph the following structure functions:

i, (,58)

(2>59)

( \ e

93(X) = T

2MST'ST '

(x)) - mTr [ ^ r75r(x)]
T 2 M S T • S T •

Next, we derive the quark-gluon-quark contribution (roughly said, because
in fact the gluon line connects to a covariant derivative). The discontinuity of
Fig. 2.3(c) is calculated along the same line as before. We may omit quark masses,
since from dimensional arguments they do not contribute to the present order.
Thus, we have (remember we absorbed gTjj into the lower part)

J5TKtp.fi'') =

In the hadron tensor this expression has to be multiplied by the projector up
a. It

is easy to see that the double-^ terms do not contribute, since ji (7,, — jinff)ji = 0 .
In fact, we get

- * ) 7"

- fin") + la (pKn" - p"n«)}

- x) + 8(t2 - x)]

x {iC'itns + n.

+ symmetric under / J H I / > , (2.62)
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Inserting this relation into Eq. (2.52) and using the projections (2.53) to (2.55),
we obtain for the quark-gluon-quark graph the following structure functions:

9i{x) = 0, (2.63)

9T(X) = 0, (2.64)
, , e2 \ ier^S" f dy Tr [ji ( ^ ( z , y) - VD(y, x))]

93{X) = - y \ AMST • ST

4MST -ST J '

Now we will make use of the Dirac equation to show that these #3 terms exactly
cancel those of the quark-quark diagram (2.60). In Ref. [12], Politzer shows that,
although the equations of motion do not hold on the operator level, any hadronic
matrix element containing the local operator {iij) — m)rf> vanishes. Thus, one has
that

J ^ eiXx(P, S\T {0(O)T* £ r 7 5 [iP (An) - m] 0(An)} \P, S) + h.c. = 0.(2.66)

After some algebra one can prove that this amounts to

^ eiX*{P, S\Tty(0)[xfiTl5 - mji $Tl,

- iD'(Xn))

) + iD°(\n))]rt,(\n)}\P,S) = 0(2.67)

J

Using the definitions (2.50) and (2.51), it is now easy to identify the first two terms
with those in Eq. (2.60) and the latter with those in Eq. (2.65), leading to 513 = 0.

2.4.2 Gauge invariance

Any physical entity should be invariant under color and electromagnetic gauge
transformations. First, color gauge invariance. In the calculations we worked in
the A • n = 0 gauge. It will be shown that these longitudinal gluons can be kept,
but will ultimately give rise to a link exponential [34]. Write the gluon field as
Ap = wp

aA" + ipf A • n. The order g term arising from the longitudinal gluons

2TT 2 T T _

x (P, S\T[t/f{0) Effap, 6 P ) / gA{X2n) • n 0(Am)]|P, S). (2.68)
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Again we will use a Ward identity for the upper part, but this time to lower the
number of gluon legs. For the uncrossed diagrams3 we use

-. (2.69)
ie

For instance, the first term on the right-hand side follows from

-. . (2.70)
p ^-x + ie

For the other diagram one should take — ie in the hard propagator, because it is
on the right of the cut. The denominators are eliminated using the relation

— x ± ie

where / should be a sufficiently well-behaved function. Thus, the term in Eq. (2.68)
can be rewritten as

fd£ / g eiX*(P, S\T {^(0) £""(&>) [-igfo dX2A(X2n) • n] tj>(Xn)} \P, S),

where we used the fact that the uncrossed quark-quark upper part is proportional
to 8(£—x). The term between square brackets can now easily be identified with the
O(g) term of the path-ordered exponential Vexp I— ig JQ dX2A(X2n) • n\. Thereby
we have proven color gauge invariance up to O(g). In Ref. [34] the authors go one
order further.

Secondly, we will consider electromagnetic gauge invariance. Let us return to
the starting point of the EFP approach, the expansion of the forward scattering
amplitude in Eq. (2.42). The upper parts were Taylor expanded around the p
direction in Eqs. (2.45) and (2.46). For general quark-mass m, it is natural to also
expand around m = 0. This gives

0) + ^ ^ 0) (fc -

dm m + --- ' ( 2" 7 2 )

) + . . . . (2.73)

The reason for expanding up to the given order is again of dimensional origin.
The Taylor coefficients have only Q as dimensionful parameter, hence their mass-
dimension at the same time fixes the order of M/Q they will appear with in the

3Replacing x by — x gives the proof for the crossed diagrams.
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hadron tensor. The Ward identity (2.47) tells us that the second coefficient in the
collinear expansion of the two-quark hard part can be obtained by insertion of a
zero-momentum gluon. We will derive a similar identity for the second coefficient
in the quark-mass expansion.

Before doing so, it is convenient to introduce an extra, spurious, scalar particle;
the spurion [35]. It is denoted by a dashed line. So in addition to gluons which
couple to fermions through the vector vertex4, 3 = —ijfj, we have spurions

coupling to fermions through the vertex • = Hy.
At tree level using the relation

L ^ m j±rf-i>T=7? (2r4)

we can derive the Ward identity

P;O), (2.75)

where the right-hand side has two quark, two photon, and one spurion leg. In other
words, the second coefficient in the m expansion can be obtained by insertion of a
zero-momentum spurion.

After taking the discontinuity of the forward scattering amplitude, we obtain
for the DIS hadronic tensor (up to order M/Q)

2MW>"/ =

(£i,6)]}, (2.76)

where E = D\sc[S]/(2iri). The definitions of V and VD are given in Eqs. (2.50)
and (2.51), whereas

= mra/3(6W6-£i)- (2.77)

The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (2.76) has two participating partons
and, aside from the leading twist, also contains twist-three and higher. Through
the equations of motion they can be written as three-parton (or more) processes.
This mixing of correlation functions of different parton number is not very elegant,

4 Remember that all coupling constants g were absorbed into the matrix elements.
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and is a consequence of the factorization in upper and lower parts we have chosen.

As Qiu showed in Ref. [36] for the twist-four unpolarized contributions, the terms

coming from diagrams with fewer legs can all be expressed as diagrams with (in

his case) four participating partons. A very nice additional feature is the manifest

electromagnetic gauge invariance of the new upper part.

Let us illustrate Qiu's approach for the polarized twist-three contributions.

Consider the two-parton term in Eq. (2.76). According to the relations (2.58)

to (2.60), for m = 0 w e only need the 7M7s trace of the lower part. We can make

the Sudakov expansion

Tr[7"75r(0] = PMTr[^75r(0] + T r ^ T O ] + n ^ ^ t f ) ] . (2-78)

As we will show later, from dimensional arguments the first term on the right-
hand side will be leading, whereas the second and third will be M/Q and M2/Q2

suppressed, respectively. We can project out the leading term with the projectors
P+ = ff fi /2 and P_ = ji jl/2, which project on 'good', x}?+ = P+Vs an<i 'bad',
?/>_ = P_V>, fields [37]. Note that ^ + = ^ P ! and ^_ = ^PJ. For the gluons we
use gj-" to project on the good, AT, fields. Some useful relations are

P+P- = P-P+ = 0, (2.79)

P+ + P_ = 1, (2.80)

Pi = P±, (2.81)

Pl = P±, (2.82)

P.fi = fiP+ = fi, (2.83)

p+y = yp_ = y, (2.84)

7°P_ = P+ 7°. (2.85)

Making use of Eqs. (2.83), and (2.84), the leading, twist-two, part of the hadron
tensor can now be written as

(2.86)

The leading lower part is drawn in Fig. 2.4. Using Eq. (2.57), the (projected)
upper part coming from the uncrossed diagram reads

e2

; 0)P+ = — 5(£ - x) ie^fijs + symmetric under n <-> u, (2.87)
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Figure 2.4: The leading 7^75 projection

which will give rise to the g\ structure function (2.58). Note at this point the
manifest electromagnetic gauge invariance in that the contraction with q* gives
zero.

Consider next the subleading trace in Eq. (2.78) with 7^75 which we write as
(7*7x757* + 7*7x75/0/2- Using Eq. (2.83), we can pull out from the fi a P+ on the
right, or a P_ on the left. For the p1 we use the relations /f=(—t£/0(*^/(2f))/^
= p"(iji /(2£))(—i£p/), along with the equations of motion [12, 13]

; a)wVyp-rm(£,6)] , (2.88)

1D(6»0-rm(6,01- (2-89)

Finally, we use up
a"fpfi = P^gr"^^ and fijpu

p
a = jijpgT

p
(rP+, along with

Eq. (2.83), to project on the good quark and gluon fields. Putting the pieces
together, we can write the trace diagrammatically as a sum of four diagrams;
two gluon and two spurion diagrams. They are depicted in Fig. 2.5. We have
introduced the special propagator [37, 36]

(2.90)

The crucial step in the Qiu approach is to factorize everything above the projectors
into the upper part.

At this order, we also need the second and third term in Eq. (2.76). From
dimensional arguments one can deduce that it are again only the good quark and
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7r75

P+ 9T P_ P+ 9T P.

l 1° _\\6p + ft/ 3

7r7s

Figure 2.5: 77ie sub-leading 7^75 projection

gluon fields that contribute at leading, M/Q, order. In summary, we may factorize

the sub-leading, twist-three, part of the hadron tensor as

+Tr [P-^p"ur(6p,6p;0)P+rm(6,6)]}, (2.91)

where the modified upper part now consists of eight (uncrossed) diagrams, four

gluon and four spurion diagrams. They are depicted in Fig. 2.6. After projection

on good fields, we find

+ symmetric under \i <-> is,

6({2 -

(2.92)
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(c)

Vf \
(5)

\

K

Figure 2.6: Gluon diagrams (a) through (d) contribute to
diagrams (e) through (/i) contribute to

+ symmetric under p ++ v.

,£iP\O). Spurion

(2.93)

Using the equation of motion (2.67), the results from EFP and Qiu are easily seen
to coincide.

Comparing the two approaches, one can say that in favor of EFP is the smaller
number of diagrams contributing to a given order. Note, however, that in the
modified upper part one may project on good fields and set m = 0, which greatly
simplifies the calculation. The Qiu factorization has the advantages of manifest
electromagnetic gauge invariance and a clearer parton interpretation. Finally, we
mention the extension to other deep-inelastic processes. EFP's approach can be
applied to, say, Drell-Yan scattering, as we will show in the next chapter. Qiu's
factorization seems to be less widely applicable. See, however, Ref. [34].

2.A Positivity constraints

In this appendix we will proof the four positivity constraints (2.15) to (2.18)
without invoking the helicity formalism [22]. The underlying reason for the con-
straints is Hermiticity of the electromagnetic current, which leads to positive semi-
definiteness of the hadron tensor (2.7). That is,

w* (2.A.1)
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where a is can be any complex four-vector. For the proof we will use a coordinate
system in which

q = -Qz, (2.A.2)

P = ^(z + t^), (2.A.3)

S = ^(zy/Z+tj+StX + Syy, (2.A.4)

where K = 1 + 4z2r2 with r = M/Q. The four vectors t, x, y, and z form an
orthonormal set, that is, i2 = —x2 = — y2 = — z2 = 1 and all other inner products
vanish. The vector a on this basis reads

a = (Rt + ilt)t + (Rx + ilx)x + (Ry + ily)y + {Rz + Uz)z, (2.A.5)

with all eight coefficients arbitrary but real. Plugging in the above coordinate
representations in the expansion of W1"1 in terms of the four structure functions,
Eqs. (2.13) and (2.14), the condition (2.A.1) amounts to (using t>"''"'ilixvypza =
£0123 = X )

MW^ala. = FL(R2 + I2) + Fx ( i£ + R2
y + I2

X + I2)

+4xr (gi + g2) [Sx {Rylt - RJy) + Sy (RtIx - RxIt))

+2 (gx ~ Ax2r2g2) X (RxIy - Rylx) > 0. (2.A.6)

We introduced the longitudinal structure function

FL = ^F2 - Fr. (2.A.7)
Ix

Notice that in Eq. (2.A.6) both Rz and Iz have dropped out, because of the elec-
tromagnetic gauge-invariance condition W^q^ = Wvtlqv = 0.

First, we are going to prove that the four constraints are necessary. Take all
coefficients equal to zero, except for Rx. It follows from the inequality (2.A.6) that
F\ > 0. Likewise, leaving only Rt ^ 0 gives FL > 0. Next, take Rt = Ry = It =
lx = Sx = Sy = 0, Rx = Iy = 1, and A = ±1. This gives \gx - Ax2r2g2\ < Fx.
Finally, the choice5 Rx = Ry = It = Ix = Sy = X = 0, Rt = ^fF\/FL, Iy =
^FL/Fi, and Sx = ±1, gives the fourth constraint 2xr\gi + g2\ < y/FxFL.

The second point we need to prove is that the above four constraints are suf-
ficient. Let us rescale6

5In case one or both of the structure functions happen to be zero one should be careful. If
only Fi vanishes, use Rt = \/C/FL and Iy = \/FL/C , if only FL vanishes, use Rt = y/Fi/e and
Iy = y/e/Fi, and let e go to zero afterwards. If both structure functions vanish, one can use
Rt = Iy = 1.

6If either Fi or Fi, happens to be zero, use 1 in its place in the rescaling formulas.
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ri,2 = «I ,2N/7T, r3 = Rty/FL, (2.A.8)

*i,2 = h,2vFi, *3 = h\fFi,

such that in terms of these new coefficients

ala,, = r\ + r\ + r | + ij + »j{ + i | + 2sx (r2t3 - r3*2)

+2s2 (r3t! - rii3) + 2s3 (ni2 - r2ix). (2.A.9)

Making use of the first two constraints, Eqs. (2.15) and (2.16), it is immediate

that all rescaled coefficients are real. The Euclidean inner and outer products for

arbitrary real three vectors a = (ai,a2,a3) and 6 = (6i,62,63) are defined as

ab = axbx + a2b? + <*3&3, (2.A.10)

5 x 6 = (a26s — a3fe2)a3&i — 0163,0163 — a26i), (2.A.11)

respectively. It is well-known that for three arbitrary vectors, \c- (a x 6)| < |a||6||c|,
where \a\ = y/a • a, etcetera. Introducing the vectors f= (ri ,r2 , r3) , i = ((1,1*2,13),
and s = (si,s2j53), one writes concisely

- \i\Y > 0, (2.A.12)

where for the third line we used |s| < 1, following from the latter two con-

straints (2.17) and (2.18), along with S2
X + S$ + A2 = -S2 = 1.

Thus, we have proven that the four positivity conditions in Eqs. (2.15) to (2.18)

are necessary and sufficient conditions for the hadron tensor to be positive semi-

definite.

2.B Third constraint in the on-shell model
In this appendix we will proof the relation |</i(x)| < Fi(x) in the context of the

on-shell quark model treated in Sec. 2.3. First, we will derive two constraints on

the generating functions G and H, which will be sufficient to proof the desired

inequality. Take minus the square of the spin density vector in Eq. (2.31), using

P • S = 0 and S2 = - 1 ,
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where we the arguments of the functions are not shown for brevity. We use the

Sudakov decompositions (2.24) and (2.25) to rewrite

k • S , (m2 — k% \ , . kr • ST

J ( 2 B 1 4 )

This can be considered the real Euclidian inner product of the three-vectors x =

((m2-fc£)/(2£M2)-£/2, -kT/M) and y = (A, ST), where kT and ST are the two-
component parts of k-r and ST satisfying kT = — k\ and S\ = —S^, respectively.
Now one can use

cos 9, (2.B.15)

where 0 can have any value in the interval [0, TT], and for the second equation we

used Eq. (2.30) along with A2 + 5 ^ = — S2 = 1. Thus, after insertion of this

relation in Eq. (2.B.13), we find

-s2 = JL UlgrH + ̂ G^2 + (G2 - H2) i^-cr2 - j ^ \ cos2^ . (2.B.16)

It is not hard to see that the right-hand side leads to a space-like spin vector, as

required. Additionally one has the demand — s2 < 1. Taking cos2 9 = 0 leads to

the first inequality (remember that F is positive semi-definite)

(2.B.17)

The other extremum of — s2 as a function of 9 is reached for cos2 0 = 1, leading to

the second constraint

^H(a) <F(<r). (2.B.18)
M

Consider now the DIS structure function <7i(x) in the on-shell quark model,

Eq. (2.32), which we write as

n2 rrr r 1

{x))G(a)-jjH(a)\. (2.B.19)

For x € [m2/M2,1], one has the following ordering

2— < a • (x) < a < a (2 B 201
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where <rmin(x) = x + m2f(xM2) and amax = 1 + m2/M2. The above quark-model
expression for gi is rewritten as

*« " 7

where we introduced the coefficients

(2.B.21)

(2.B.22)

Using the ordering in Eq. (2.B.20), it is immediate that /? > 0. Thus, we may
write

\9i(x)\ < ^- d<r\\a(x,v)\

< i x f " do[\a(x,*)\+(3(x,vj\F(v), (2.B.24)

applying the two conditions (2.B.17) and (2.B.18) for the second inequality. Fi-
nally, using again the ordering (2.B.20), one finds that neither /? — a nor f3 + a
exceeds 1, leading to the desired

daF{a) = (2.B.25)



Chapter 3

Correlation functions

3.1 Introduction
In the field theoretic model, the hadron tensor is modelled by soft hadronic matrix
elements (denoted by blobs) connected by hard cut diagrams (calculated from
ordinary Feynman rules). We will now analyze the soft blobs, by using the Lorentz,
parity, and time-reversal operations. In Sec. 3.2 we consider the matrix element
which, apart from gluons needed to restore color gauge invariance, contain only
quark fields. Sec. 3.3 treats the blob with one extra gluon leg. In Sec. 3.4 two sum
rules for higher-twist polarized correlation functions are derived, the Burkhardt-
Cottingham sum rule, and the h2 sum rule.

3.2 Quark-quark correlator

In this section we perform the analysis of the quark-quark correlator. We sep-
arately consider the case of antiquarks and express the polarized DIS structure
functions in terms of quark and antiquark distribution functions.

3.2.1 Analysis

The most important matrix element is the quark-quark correlator [38, 39, 40]

) . (3.1)= f
Notice the following differences with Eq. (2.43). First, we have included the quark
flavor index a and hadron index A, as well as a gauge link. They will mostly
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be omitted again for brevity of the formulas. Secondly, the fields are not time-

ordered. The reason is that in the end we can express all observables in terms of

the good fields V"+ and AT, and in Ref. [40] Jaffe shows that for those fields the

time-ordering is illusionary.

Using the Hermiticity, parity, and time-reversal operations, we find the follow-

ing constraints:

, S; k) = 7° $(P, S; k) y° [Hermiticity]

• (P , S; k) = 7° *(P, -5; ~k) 7° [parity] (3.2)
$*(P, S; k) = jsC $(P , S; k) Cf75 [time reversal]

where the charge conjugation matrix C = »727°, and FM = P^, etcetera. The most

general structure satisfying these constraints is [41]

M3$(P,S;fc) = O l 1 + (a2/M) P + (a3/M) ji

+a475$ + (as/M)l5[P, ft + (a6/M)75[^, £]
+(ar/M

2) (k • 5)75 P + (as/M2) (k • 5) 7 s^

+(a9/M
3)(k.S)l5[P,lt\, (3.3)

where the dimensionless amplitudes a,(<r, r) are real functions of the scalar vari-

ables o~ = 2k • P/M2 and T = k2 jM2. The basic assumption for the amplitudes is

that they fall off sufficiently rapid for a and r beyond unity. We now project on

the Dirac matrix basis 1, 175, 7", 7^75, and ia^js- Note that for all these basis

elements, F* = 7°F7°, such that ij)Txl) is Hermitian. This basis is orthonormal with

respect to the inner product ( F i ^ ) = Tr[Ff1r2]/4. Remember that 7 ^ = 75,

(7*1)"1 = 7M J a11^ (< '̂"')~1 = o-fiv Thus we have the following equality

T[ "$ ] i f TWV"'**]- (3-4)

We recapitulate the Sudakov expansions

P = P + ^-n, (3.5)

(3.7)
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Inserting them into the Eq. (3.3) one easily obtains the sixteen traces. As we
have seen before, it is not $ itself, but its integral over d(k -pja^kj that occurs in
inclusive DIS. Using the equality

we find the following parametrizations [42, 43]:

(3.9)

*[«-*](« = 0, (3.10)

V (3-11)
(3-12)

+M2 (S£n" - 5^n") /i3(0, (3.13)

where we have defined

). (3.14)

The expressions of the distributions in terms of the amplitudes a,- are given in
App. 3.A. Care should be taken not to mistake distributions like gi and gr with
the DIS structure functions of the same name. If necessary, we will attach a
flavor label a to the former to prevent confusion. Since M is the dimensionful
parameter which sets the scale for the soft part, whereas Q governs the hard part,
the higher the number of M's that accompanies a given distribution, the higher
its power in MjQ in the cross section. We will use JafFe's 'working definition'
of twist [44], t = 2 + #M. So, f\ is twist-two, e twist-three, etcetera. These
bilocal operators will then contribute at order (M/QY~2. Note that, in principle,
£ covers the full real line. In Ref. [40], however, Jaffe shows that the interval
[—1,0] corresponds to physical anti-quarks, [0,1] to physical quarks, whereas the
for other values one does not have an easy parton interpretation. Inserting the
projections (3.9)-(3.13) back into Eq. (3.4), we find for the quantity $ap(£) =
Jd\/(2ir) eiX*(P, S\$(){0)il>a{\n)\P, S), the expansion
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M2

l * M t ) + * < ( 0 + 7 5 ^ T
For future use we will also give the integral ($d)ap(Q = / d{k

=JdX/(2v) eiX*(P, S\$p(O)idpxj>a(\n)\P, S). Again using the amplitude expan-
sion (3.3), we find (listing only the leading two distributions)

•5(0 = Y [*/Sfor(0 - A 7 5 7 ^ ^ L ( 0 ] + • • • • (3-16)
In processes where one observes some transverse momentum, one becomes sen-

sitive to the d(k • p) integral of $. Due to the extra vector fey the number of
distribution functions increases. We parametrize (see App. 3.A for the exact am-
plitude expressions)

(3.17)

•[*»]&*!•) = 0, (3.18)
^ (3.19)

2n" [\g3L(t, kl) - kT • ST9ZT{Z, # ) ] , (3.20)

, ^ ) - kT

where we have defined

n + zT)\P,S). (3.22)

Also, we rescaled kr = Ary/M, such that counting the number of explicit Af's again
gives the twist, and thereby the power of M/Q in the cross section with which the
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distribution occurs. Notice the occurrence of a twist-three distribution, f1, for

the vector projection (3.19) which was not present in Eq. (3.11). This function

was first introduced in Ref. [45].

3.2.2 Antiquaries

The antiquark correlation function, describing the antiquarks of flavor a, is given

by

; k) = / ^ eik'(PS\^(0) G4?;\z)\PS), (3.23)

(with contraction over color indices understood). Its Dirac structure can be ana-

lyzed like for the quark correlation function. We define the antiquark projections

(3.24)

ZT) {PSlTl N(°)^(A«+**)] \ps)-
Using the charge conjugation properties of Dirac fields and hadron states, we

deduce

*&/A = -C-l(*a/A)TC. (3.25)

Upon demanding charge conjugation invariance of the distribution functions, i.e.,

the quark distributions in the antihadron A are the same as the corresponding

antiquark distributions in A, we obtain the expressions

(3-26)

^ (3.27)

= hlT(x,k2
T)S£

# ^ l ] ̂ . (3.28)

We note that the anticommutation relations for fermions can be used to obtain

the symmetry relation

$a0(PS; k) = -$af3(PS; -k). (3.29)

For the distribution functions this gives the symmetry relation

/i(6*r) = -/i(-fc*J), (3-30)
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and identically for gir, h\r and /ifr, whereas

0IL(£ ,*4) = <7IL(-£,*T), (3-31)

and identically for h^L

3.2.3 Polarized DIS revisited

Having parametrized the soft blobs in terms of distribution functions, we return
to the calculation of the DIS structure functions gi and gi. The uncrossed quark
diagram gives the results in Eqs. (2.58) and (2.59), along with the gauge-violating
terms in Eq. (2.60). The quark-gluon-quark diagram serves to cancel the latter.
The crossed diagrams can be obtained by replacing q by — q. Summing over all
active flavors a we get in the field theoretic model the results

[ f ( ) + tf(s)], (3-32)

el
(3-33)

where we defined the distribution g%(£) = gr(O ~9i(0- The terms with positive
argument are identified as coming from physical quarks, the ones with negative
argument from anti-quarks with momentum fraction x. For the twist-two distri-
butions one often uses the nomenclature <7°(£) = Aqa(£) and g\{—£) = A<j5(0>
where f > 0.

3.3 Quark-gluon-quark correlator

For calculations of order M/Q and higher one needs, in addition to the quark-
quark correlator, the following matrix element (omitting the quark flavor index a
and hadron index A, as well as link operators between the fields)

?). (3.34)

In the following we will choose the gauge in which the gauge links are unity.
The demands of the Hermiticity, parity, and time-reversal operations are
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[*£(P, S; An, *2)J
f = 7° K(^ ^; *>. *i) 7° [Hermiticity]

^(P.SjAn.A*) =1°*Dp(P,-S;k1,h)i° [Parity] (3.35)
[*J,(P,S;kuk2))' = 7 5 C$ D p (P ,5 ; kuh) Cf75 [time reversal]

As we have seen in the DIS case, it is only the integral over d(ki • p)d2kiTd(k2 •

p)d2k2T that is needed. Using Eq. (3.8) twice, we consider (£,- = A:,- • n; i = 1,2)

'). (3.36)

In the lightcone gauge we may discard the p component in the p direction. We

expand on the Dirac basis like in Eq. (3.4). Since the parton momenta are now

all collinear, i.e. along the vector p, we use the vectors p, n, and ST, to carry the

Lorentz indices of the sixteen traces. Then, using the constraints (3.35), one finds

the expansion [43]

•••• ( 3 . 3 7 )

We listed only the leading, twist-three, distributions. The functions G and H

are symmetric, whereas G and E are anti-symmetric under exchange of the two

arguments. Note that, like for the twist-two quark-quark distributions, there is an

overall p1. Also, in leading order p is purely transverse. The four two-argument

distributions are related to the already-defined one-argument ones through the

Dirac equation. Before we will give these relations, define the following projection:

•£[11(0 = / ^eiXHP,Sm0)^Dp(Xn)rP(Xn)\P,S). (3.38)

We will also need its Hermitian conjugate. If F is one of the basis elements 1,

*75, 7M, 7M75J
 a n d io~lil/7s, then due to their property (V'lf'V^)* = V^^Vi ̂ d

translational invariance, taking the complex conjugate amounts to taking 0 as the

argument of the covariant derivative. Consider the matrix elements

(P, S^ (0 )* 7TV75 [iP (An) - m] V(An)|P, 5), (3.39)

$ ) , (3.40)

(3.41)
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and their complex conjugates. Due to the equations of motion, they all have to

vanish [12]. After some algebra we can deduce from this the following six equalities:

5], (3.42)

icTp.it] -h.c. = WlieMtt, (3.43)

-m* [^76] (3.44)

(3.45)

(3.46)

(3.47)

Using the quark-quark parametrization (3.15), along with the quark-gluon-quark

one (3.37), the (real) equations (3.46), (3.42), and (3.44), lead to [30, 43]

6)1 = 6«(6) - ^ / i ( 6 ) , (3-48)

[G(6,6)-G(6,6) + G(6,6) + G(6,6)]

= 6w(6)-^M6), (3-49)

[#(6,6) + #(6,6)1 = 6 M 6 ) - ^ ( 6 ) , (3.50)

respectively, whereas the other three (imaginary) equations become trivial. Note

that we already derived the second relation in Eq. (2.67).

In processes with some external transverse momentum, such as the Drell-Yan

process, we will need the correlator

(0)gA"(Xn)M^)\P,S), (3.51)

which becomes identically zero in the free theory. In the light-cone gauge, and up

to leading order, it can be expanded as

(3-52)

where p is transverse, and we defined the projections

, S). (3.53)
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In practise, we will only be needing following combinations

= M ST. (grit), (3.54)

(3-55)

(3.56)

where we used the demands of Hermiticity, parity, and time-reversal. As usual, the

distributions are real scalar functions. Plugging them back into Eq. (3.52) gives

M1
Kit) = ^ Y

™ [ f ] ..., (3.57)
4

In all processes we encounter, it will turn out that the first term which we did not

give a name, does not contribute. The latter terms all contribute at order 1/Q.

Finally, using $P
D = $^ + $g, we find that Eqs (3.48)-(3.50) can also be written

as

HO = ^MO + HO, (3-58)

*" (3.59)

f), (3.60)
1VI

where we used the fcj-odd distributions from Eq. (3.16).

3.4 Sum rules

In this section we derive two sum rules for higher twist distributions, namely, the

Burkhardt-Cottingham sum rule for g2 [28] and a similar one for h? = 2(/i£ —

hi). Maybe more importantly, we make a splitting of these distributions in three

components; the twist-two, quark-mass, and interaction-dependent part. Note

that we do not consider another sum rule that exists for transversely polarized

DIS, the Efremov-Teryaev-Leader sum rule [46, 47].

3.4.1 Burkhardt-Cottingham sum rule

The starting point in the splitting up of <jr2 into its constituent parts is the im-

plementation of the QCD equations of motion for the quark fields, leading to

Eq. (3.59),
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It is possible to write <7ir(f)> defined asa^x integral of <7ir(f> &r) in Eq. (3.A.30),
in terms of a f integral. For this one needs to use the expressions in terms of
the amplitudes ai{a,r) given in App. 3.A and the following relation for a linear
combination of amplitudes F(£, er, r):

, (3-62)

which is most easily proven by differentiating both sides with respect to £ and
using the fact that the integration area vanishes at £ = 1. Applying it to the gn
term, this gives

f £ [ S * P 4 (3-63)
From here we can proceed in two ways. First, we can insert the above relation in
Eq. (3.61), which gives for gi = gr — 9i the following splitting in parts of different
dynamical origin [48]

* i12 \

+9T(0 - I d? ̂ . (3.64)

The first two terms, the sum of which is generally called
ft d£'9i(£')/£'i w e r e derived by Wandzura and Wilczek in [29]. They originate
from twist-two operators. Note that we encountered them already in the con-
text of the covariant quark model, Eq. (2.39). The quark-mass terms, g™(£) =
(m/M)[/ii(0/£ ~ / / *? hi(?)/t% M e usually neglected. Note that for ^ ~ m/M
this is not a safe assumption. The last two explicitly interaction-dependent terms,
flr2lt(0 = 9T(0 ~ ft d£' gr(£')ft\ contain the interesting physics of gi in the form
of the quark-gluon-quark correlation which (in the light-cone gauge) is defined in
Eq. (3.54),

+h.c. (3.65)
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Figure 3.1: Distribution function gi(x) for a massless quark in the bag (solid line),
its twist-two Wandzura-Wilczek part ^ w (dotted) and its interaction-dependent
part g™1 (dashed) [48].

With the relation (3.64), one easily checks that

(3.66)

with G(0 = -Si(0+(m/M)[/i l(0/^]+yr(0- Provided that in Eq. (3.66) one may
interchange the order of integrations, this amounts to the Burkhardt-Cottingham
sum rule /J df <fe(0 = 0 [28]. For more details concerning its validity, see Refs. [49,
48, 50].

In Ref. [48] Jaffe and Ji calculated the contributions of different dynamical
origin in ^ ( 0 for a massless quark in a nucleon bag. In Fig. 3.1 their results
are plotted. An important qualitative conclusion is that g™* is of the same order
of magnitude as 5fjVW and roughly opposite to it, leading to a rather small g-i as
compared to, for instance, g\. The logarithmic small-£ behavior of both g^^ and
<72

nt is a bag artifact and should not be taken too seriously. Note that the BC sum
rule in the bag reads /f^ d£g2(£) = 0, since violation of translational invariance
leads to a support between -co and oo.
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In deriving Eq. (3.64), we choose to eliminate the fcx integral in Eq. (3.61).
However, upon using the ̂ -derivative of Eq. (3.63), we could have chosen to elim-
inate the other terms, leading to

92(0 = ^9iA0- (3-67)

This Telation clearly shows the importance of non-zero transverse momentum for

(ft. More precisely, if the transverse momentum dependence of <JIT(£, &T) would

be of the form S(kj-), then g2 would be identically zero. An obvious example is

the free-quark target [48]. Of course, one can reverse the argument by saying that

whenever g2 turns out to be non-vanishing, quark intrinsic transverse momentum

must be of the order of a GeV.

3.4.2 hi sum rule

The twist-three distribution hi, can be treated in a similar fashion. This time,

implementing the QCD equations of motion, one obtains Eq. (3.60)

M O — 2 ^ + 5 ^ +W)- (3-68)

The h\L term can be re-expressed as an f integral by means of the relation (3.62)

using the amplitude expansion Eq. (3.A.31);

£ [MO-FJP-I*")]- (3-69)
This relation can be used in two ways. First by directly inserting it into Eq. (3.68),

leading for h2 = 2(/»L — hi) to

Analogous to (ft> one can group the six terms on the right-hand side two-by-two

in (1) the twist-two JafFe-Ji1 part h3
2

J({)/2 = - ^ ( f ) + 2 £ / / d? M O / f 2 [43]> (2)

1 We find a discrepancy of a factor of 2 in the third terms on the right-hand sides of Eq. (3.70)
and Eq. (56) of Ref. [43]. The lower integration limit and the power in the integrand in the
latter case are obviously misprints, Cf. Eq. (51) of the same paper. During their calculation,
Jaffe and Ji also introduce a function hi, which is not the same as ours. Because in their case
it is an auxiliary function, which doesn't occur anymore later, and as good names are scarce, we
considered it safe to re-use the name.
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Figure 3.2: The distribution /i2(x) for a massless quark in the bag (solid line), its
twist-two part h^3 (dotted), and its interaction-dependent part h™1 (dashed) [43].

the quark-mass part / i?(0/2 = ( m / M ) M 0 / £ - 2£# d£ gi{?)l£% and (3) the
interaction-dependent part Aint(0/2 = M O ~ 2 £ / / ̂ ^dO/C2- T»e compact
expression of the latter in terms of the quark-gluon-quark distribution defined in
Eq. (3.55),

M A # L ( 0 = / ~ eiXHP, S&Wtgfa (An)75 V-(An)|P, S) + h.c, (3.71)

may be a practical one for investigating models.
In Ref. [43] the different contributions to h2(£) were calculated for a massless

quark in the bag. They are plotted in Fig. 3.2. It turns out that h2(£) = 1gi{Q
in the bag. The qualitative picture of the two contributions /ijJ and h\nt is about
the same as for </̂ vw and g'2

ni, except that the former are finite for small f. '-
As a corollary of Eq. (3.70), and analogous to the Burkhardt-Cottingham sum

rule, we write

(3.72)
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with H(0/2 = - M O + (™/M)[9i(0/t) + M O - Provided that the order of £-
and f'-integration of the second term may be interchanged, we find the sum rule
Jo ^£ M O — 0- The validity of this sum rule, which was derived from rotational
invariance alone in Ref. [51], crucially depends on the small-£ behavior of the
function H(£). The sum rule holds in the bag model, provided the integration
region is extended to the full line.

We could have used Eq. (3.69) in another way, namely by inserting its derivative
into (3.68). This gives

MO = - 2 ^ L ( 0 , (3-73)

implying that h2 is zero whenever the quarks do not carry transverse momentum,
as is for instance the case for a free quark target.

3.A Covariant amplitudes

In this appendix the covariant expressions for the distribution functions are given.
First, consider the amplitude expansion of $, Eq. (3.3). We are interested in its
integral over d(k -p), which can be rewritten as the integral over (M2/2)da. Using
the Sudakov expansions (3.5) to (3.7), we find for the traces, Eqs. (3.17) to (3.21),
with

twist-two: /i(£,*4) = jfiJdo-[a2 + Zas), (3.A.1)

(3.A.2)

9IT({,4) = JLjdal-ar-fa], (3.A.3)

(3.A.4)

(3-A.5)

(3.A.6)

twist-three: e($,k$) = — J dtr[ai], (3.A.7)

(3.A.8)
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(3-A.10)

hL(t, kr) = jpj da [-2a5 - <ra6 + 2(a/2 - (fa*] (3. A.12)

(3.A.13)

(3.A.14)

twist-four: /,(£,*£) = -^ J d<r[a2/2 + (a - ()a3f2], (3.A.15)

a2)a8/4)], (3.A.16)

(3.A.17)

(3-A.18)

= jp J**[-**+ {£-*&)**] (3.A.19)

(3-A-2°)
Remember that the amplitudes are functions of a and of r = £<r — f2 + k\(M2.
Note that the only r dependence of the integrand resides in the amplitudes.

Doing the additional integral over kx, one obtains Eqs. (3.9) to (3.13), with

twist-two: MO = J fkr fi({,k%.)

- IT j dadr [a2 + £a3], (3.A.21)

= Jd2kT

(3.A.22)

= 7r / dodr [-2a5 - 2(a6 + (£<r - T - f2)a9] , (3.A.23)

twist-three: e(£) = / d2kr e(^, kj)

= 7T j dadT[ai), (3.A.24)
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grit) = Jd2kT [^(£,4)-^t^,4)]
= n J dadr [a4 - ((a - T - {2)a8/2\ , (3.A.25)

M O = / d2kT h^k2.)

= n [dadT[-2a5-aa6 + 2(a/2-{)2a9\, (3.A.26)

twist-four: /4(£) = J d2kT f<(£,%)

= irfd<rdT[a2/2 + (<T-t)a3/2], (3.A.27)

53(0 = J<PkT g3L(£,k*T)

= K [ dadr [-a4f2 + (a - 2£)a7/4

+(2£2 - 3 ^ + <r2)a8/4)], (3.A.28)

= 7r / rfatfr J—a5 + (£ — <r)a6

+ ( f a - r - f a ) o 9 / 2 ] . (3.A.29)

Finally, we list the projections in Eq. (3.16).

<7lT(0 = j ^

f (3.A.30)

= IT j^<r<fr(£<7 - £2 - r) [a6 + (£ - cr/2)a9]. (3.A.31)



Chapter 4

The Drell-Yan process

4.1 Introduction
The real benefit of the field theoretic model lies in its extension to other hard
processes than inclusive DIS. The distributions /i(f) and gi(£) characterize the
response of the hadron in inclusive DIS at leading order in the transferred mo-
mentum Q. In inclusive deep-inelastic lepton-hadron {f-H) scattering the quark
transverse momentum is not observable, since it is integrated over. In the Drell-
Yan (DY) process at measured lepton-pair transverse momentum QT, however,
quark transverse momentum does enter in observables, notably in the angular dis-
tribution of the lepton pairs. The main point of this chapter is the discussion of
quark transverse momentum in polarized Drell-Yan scattering. We will not discuss
QCD radiative corrections, giving rise to logarithmic corrections.

For inclusive deep-inelastic £H scattering, assuming only one flavor, the hadron
tensor is given as the imaginary part of the forward virtual Compton amplitude,
for large virtual photon momentum q (Q2 = — q2 large) given by the handbag
diagram of Fig. 1.1 and its crossed counterpart. The basic object, encoding the
soft physics of the quarks inside the hadron, is the correlation function in Eq. (3.1).
Evaluating the hard part, the scattering of the virtual photon off the quarks, it
turns out that the structure functions in the cross section become proportional to
/i(x) and <7i(z), where z = Q2/2P • q. The function fa is given by

) . (4.1)

It can be interpreted as the longitudinal (lightcone) momentum distribution of
quarks. The function g\ appears as
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), (4.2)

and can be interpreted as the quark helicity distribution in a longitudinally po-
larized nucleon (helicity X = 1). The functions /i and gi are specific projections
of $. Which projections of $ contribute in hard scattering processes in leading
order can be investigated by looking at the operator structure, including the Dirac
and Lorentz structure, of the correlation function. Such an analysis requires some
physical constraints on the range of quark momenta. The analysis of $ (integrated
over k • p and kj) in Sec. 3 showed that there is one more leading function, the
transverse polarization or transversity1 distribution h\. It is related to a bilocal
quark-quark matrix element through [41]

|P,5), (4.3)

which shows that h\ can be interpreted as the quark transversity distribution in
a transversely polarized nucleon. This is a chiral-odd distribution, which is not
observable in inclusive IH scattering. It needs to be combined with some other
chiral-odd structure, e.g., the fragmentation part in semi-inclusive leptoproduction
of hadrons or the antiquark distribution part of DY scattering [42, 43, 52, 53, 54].

In this chapter we discuss one possible way to extract more information from
the correlation function $. We are after the dependence on the transverse mo-
mentum fcy. One way to study this dependence is the observation of a hadron in
the outgoing quark jet, e.g., in semi-inclusive £H scattering [45]. This process re-
quires consideration of the fragmentation functions, and we will treat it in the next
chapter. In this chapter we study the process that is sensitive to intrinsic trans-
verse momentum and involves only quark distribution functions, namely, massive
dilepton production or the Drell-Yan (DY) process [55, 56]. About fifteen years
ago Ralston and Soper (RS) published a pioneering paper [41] on the polarized
Drell-Yan process. They calculate the polarized Drell-Yan cross section with the
virtual photon transverse momentum QT = y — q\ put to zero. We will calculate
the polarized DY cross section without constraints on QT [other than it being of
O(M)}, thereby becoming sensitive to the six A^-dependent distribution functions.

1The authors of [42, 43] use the name 'transversity distribution' in order to make clear that
a quark of definite transversity is not in an eigenstate of the transverse spin operator but of
the Pauli-Lubanski operator projected along a transverse direction. The authors of [52] object
to this nomenclature, because of the pre-existence of the term, and prefer to call it transverse
polarization distribution.
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We end this introduction with a remark on possible QCD corrections affecting
transverse momenta and factorization. A difficulty of the extra scale QT is the
Sudakov effect. Soft gluon radiation gives rise to radiative transverse momentum.
However, the large logarithms connected with this effect can be summed and ex-
ponentiated to Sudakov form factors [57]. From these it becomes clear that if
QT is sufficiently low, i.e., of hadronic scale M, as compared to Q, the transverse
momentum governing the process is predominantly intrinsic. Factorization means
that the process can be written as a convolution of renormalized distribution func-
tions and a perturbatively calculable short-distance part. For polarized DY at
measured QT of order M factorization has not been proven yet [58, 16]. We will
not further address this problem here.

The outline of this chapter is as follows. In Sec. 4.2 we give the one-photon
exchange picture for massive dilepton production. We specify the notation in a
frame where the two hadrons are collinear, and the axes are given with respect
to which the lepton angles are defined. In Sec. 4.3 we calculate the leading-order
hadron tensor and present cross sections for various combinations of polarizations.
Finally, in Sec. 4.4, an asymmetry is calculated for the sub-leading, Qx-mtegrated,
cross section

4.2 Kinematics and structure functions

In this section we want to discuss the cross section, kinematic aspects, and struc-
ture functions, for polarized Drell-Yan scattering. For a complete overview we
refer for the unpolarized process to Lam and Tung [59], and for polarized DY scat-
tering to Donohue and Gottlieb [60, 61], who make use of the Jacob-Wick helicity
formalism.

4.2.1 Kinematics

We consider the process A+B —> £+l+X, where two spin-| hadrons with momenta
P£ and Pg interact and two outgoing leptons are measured with momenta.^ and
fc£• The leptons are assumed to originate from a high-mass photon with momentum
q = ki + &2, with Q2 = q2 > 0. We consider the case of pure incoming spin states,
characterized by the spin vectors S% and Sg, i.e., S\ = SB = —1. In the deep-
inelastic limit Q2 and s = (PA + Pg)2 become large compared to the characteristic
hadronic scale of order M2 ~ 1 GeV2, while their ratio r = Q2/s is fixed. The
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phase space element for the lepton pair can be written as d*q dil, where the angles
are those of the lepton axis in the dilepton rest frame with respect to a suitably
chosen Cartesian set of axes. The cross section can be written as

$ ^ ( 4 ' 4 )

where the lepton tensor is given by (neglecting the lepton masses)

V" = 2 k$kv
2 + 2 kW - Q2 g"", (4.5)

and the hadron tensor can be written as

/

d*x
j ^ e«*(PASA;PBSB\[J»(O),J"(x))\PASA]PBSB). (4.6)

Since the lepton tensor (4.5) is symmetric in its indices, we will from now on only
consider the symmetric part of W**".

We define the transverse momentum of the produced lepton pair in a frame
where the hadrons are collinear, with the third axis chosen along the direction of
hadron A. One has — q\ = Q\ of order M2. It is convenient to define two lightlike
directions pA and pB. The momenta of the hadrons and the virtual photon can
then be expanded

q = xApA + xBpB + qT. (4.7)

PA = PA + ^ - P B I (4.8)
2p>i • pB

M2

PB = r - ^ - W + W, (4-9)
*PA • PB

The following Lorentz-invariant relations hold:

o2

= (4.12)pApB

xAxB

Neglecting corrections of order 1/Q2, indicated here and further on by an approx-
imate equal. The above relations also show that all dot products for any pair
from the vectors q, PA, and PB, are of order Q2. As compared to this, the hadron
momenta are almost lightlike. Given an arbitrary four-vector a, and the projector
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t ( 4 1 3 )
PA PB PA-PB

we define the spacelike transverse four-vector a£ = gq?au. Note that for any

transverse vector one has

aT- PA = aT- PB = 0. (4.14)

For the analysis of the hadronic tensor which satisfies qM W^ — q" W^, = 0,

it is important to construct vectors that are orthogonal to q. We will use the

projector

sT s sT - ^ f (4-15)
for this, and define

a^g^a^ax-^q". (4.16)
T

As q is timelike in DY scattering, it is useful to define a set of Cartesian axes. The

Z-direction, known as the Collins-Soper axis [62], is chosen as in [41], but our X-

and y-direction are opposite. To be precise, we use (e0123 = 1)

7* — P B q P" P A q P» - P B q PP P/i q Pf
~ PBPA A PA- PB B ~ PB- PA A PA - PB B >

( 4 1 7 )

These vectors are orthogonal and satisfy Z2 « — Q2 and X2 « Y2 « q\_ — —Q\.

They form a natural set of spacelike axes (with in the dilepton rest frame only spa-

tial components). We will denote gM = q^/Q, z*1 = Z^/V—Z2, etcetera. Explicitly,

one has the expansions

( 4 1 9 )

( 4 M )

( 4 2 1 )
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Note that since Z* is a linear combination of the hadron momenta, it has in

collinear frames no transverse components. The transverse vectors ax, thus, are

orthogonal to Z. They are, in general, not orthogonal to q. One has, for example,

q£ fa X* — (QT/Q2) qM. Note that the second term is only order \/Q suppressed.

For an arbitrary four-vector a we define the perpendicular four-vector ax as the

projection of the transverse vector ax, using the projector

<7x = 9 — q q i ̂  * > ^4.iizj

yielding

a!\ = QT Q-Xv — ax — q*. (4.23)
qi

This relation implies that, for arbitrary four-vectors a and b, one has ax • &x =

ax • bx- Any perpendicular vector satisfies

a± • q = a x • z = 0. (4.24)

Note that X is the perpendicular projection of q. The vectors PA and p# can be
expressed in terms of the Cartesian set,

J , (4-25)

) , (4.26)

Inserting these into the definitions of the projectors g± and gx, one derives the
relation

£*#-**•$**'. (4.27)

Restricting oneself to leading order, the vectors ax and ax can be freely inter-

changed. In Sec. 4.4, however, the difference will become important.

For the spin vectors the above definitions can be illustrated. In a collinear

frame the spin vectors, satisfying PA • SA = PB • SB — 0> can be written as

SA = -TTPA + o PB + SAT, (4.28)
MA 2-PA • PB

XBMB AB
SB = -z PA - JZ-PB + SBT. (4.29)

2pA • PB M

where A are the hadron helicities, and Sx the transverse spins. Since we consider

pure spin states, they obey A2 — ST = 1- The perpendicular spin vector is given

by
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(4.30)

One can probe the transverse sector by taking the dot-product with an arbitrary

transverse vector ar- That is, by considering ay • S±. One finds that, provided

the transverse components do not grow with Q, this is equal to ax • ST up to

corrections of O(l/Q2). If the spin vector would have been projected directly onto

the XK-plane with g1^, one would have got ar^g^Sv « aq- Sj + Aaj • qr/(2xM).

Hence the vector g^S,, differs from 5"y in the transverse sector by O(l), unless

4.2.2 Structure functions

With the definition (4.17) of a Cartesian set of vectors orthogonal to q, we can

expand the lepton momenta in the following way:

fcf = \<f + \Q{sm 6 cos 4> x* + sin 6 sin <j> y» + cos 9 z"),

k% = i $ " - \Q(sin B cos <j> x" + sin 0 sin <f> y" + cos 6 z"). (4.31)

Inserting these into Eq. (4.5), and using some trivial goniometric relations and the

completeness relation g*v = q^q" — z^z11 — x^x" — y^y", we obtain

+ 2 sin2 0 cos 2<f> (xMxv + \g^) + sin2 0 sin 2<j& x{"y">

+ sin 10 cos <f> z{ftxu} + sin 26 sin <£ z{*yu}], (4.32)

where the symmetrization of indices, z^x"^ = z^x" + z"xM, is used. The six tensor

combinations in Eq. (4.32) are not only orthogonal to q, ensuring q^L11" = 0, but

also to each other.

It is convenient also to write the hadron tensor as a sum of products of tensors

and scalar functions, called structure functions. From the properties of the elec-

tromagnetic current, one deduces for the hadronic tensor [Eq. (4.6)] the following

conditions:

qvW»v = 0 [EM g.i.]
= W^ [Hermiticity]

; PA -§A; PB -SB) = W»"(q; PASA] PBSB) [Parity]
; PASA; PBSB) = [W»»(q; PASA; PBSB)]' [Time reversal]
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where a" = aM. The hermiticity condition, for instance, requires that the sym-

metric part of W1"* is real. In unpolarized scattering the constraints imply the

expansion

_W2l &&>} _ w22 (psr + i ^ ) f (4.33)

where the four structure functions depend on the (four) independent scalars, or

equivalently on Q, XA, £ B , and QT- Since we choose to work with the normalized

vectors, the structure functions Wj.i and W2t2 contain kinematical zeros for X2 «

—Q\ = 0 of first and second order, respectively. In that they differ from the ones

in RS [41, Eq. (2.5)]. To be precise: our W2,i is VX2Z2 times theirs, and our

W2,2 is ~X2 times theirs. The linear combinations multiplying — </£" and z*zv are

often referred to as WT and WL, respectively. Inserting Eqs. (4.32) and (4.33) into

Eq. (4.4), one has for unpolarized Drell-Yan scattering

2,i sin 20 cos <f> + W2,2 | sin2 9 cos 2<f>]. (4.34)

Due to the extra pseudo-vectors SA and 5 B , in polarized Drell-Yan there are several

more structure functions. We will not give them in general. Later we will simply

consider the ones that arise at leading order in M/Q in the cross section.

4.3 Results, leading order

In this section we calculate the leading-order Drell-Yan hadronic tensor. We con-
sider the associated cross section and simplify the expressions by integrating over
QT, setting it to zero, or assuming Gaussian fcx-distributions.

4.3.1 Hadron tensor

The leading-order Drell-Yan hadron tensor with QT = O(M) is in the deep-

inelastic limit after gauge Rxing given by the quark and antiquark Born diagrams

in Fig. 4.1. First, we will calculate diagram 4.1a, in which a quark of hadron A

annihilates an antiquark of B. It reads

o,4

xTr [*a/A(PASA;ka) Y *b/B(PBSB;kb) 7"] , (4.35)
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PBSB.

PASA PASA

Figure 4.1: The quark and antiquark Born diagrams for the Drell-Yan process.

where a (b) runs over all quark (antiquark) flavors, and ea is the quark charge in
units of e. The factor 1/3 comes from the fact that the quark fields in both the
correlation functions are traced over a color identity operator, which is appropriate
since only color-singlet operators can give non-zero matrix elements between (color-
singlet) hadron states (Wigner-Eckart theorem). However, since the diagrams we
consider have only one quark loop, one has only one color summation, leading to
a color factor 1/3. Note that, as in the case of Qy-averaged DY, the choice of
different gauges for $ and $ presents no problems.

The key input is that ka is predominantly in the PA, and kb predominantly in
the PB direction. Then, the delta function can be approximated by

S4(ka + kb-q) « p A P B

kbT - q T ) . (4.36)

It follows that indeed we are sensitive to / dk • p& $,4 (A;) and / dk • PB
Furthermore, the trace in Eq. (4.35) can be factorized by means of the -Fierz
decomposition
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+{i^a{^)ii{i<rv)
a^)ik + • • •, (4.37)

where the dots denote structures antisymmetric under the exchange of fi and u.

This leads to

(4.38)

where the n vectors are n^ = PB/(PA ' PB) and ns = PA/(PA ' PB)> respectively.
The ^/^-projections are taken at £„ = ka • n^ = x^ and kaT, the $(,/B-projections
at 6̂ = ^6*"^ = XB an<i ^bT- The next step would be to insert Eqs. (3.17) to (3.21)
and their hadron-5 antiquark counterparts. In this leading-order calculation we
may interchange the subscript T by a 1 where we wish, the corrections being of
O(l/Q). The resulting expression contains convolutions like

8\kaT + kbT - <rr)F(k2
aT, kfok^. (4.39)

They are not of the desired form, since the (perpendicular) Lorentz index is carried

by a convolution variable. In order to write the hadron tensor in terms of structure

functions, the Lorentz indices must be carried by external vectors, like X*. In the

appendix we describe the method we used to project perpendicular Lorentz tensors,

like (4.39), onto the XY-has\s. For instance, (4.39) can be written as (up to order

i/Q2)

<PkaT <PkbT 5\kaT + kbT - qr)F(klT, *?r) (®T ^ ^ • (4-40)

Before presenting the results, we mention that the antiquark diagram 4.16

can be obtained from the quark diagram 4.1a by making the replacements2 a f+ a,

/ ** /> 9 ** ~9i h <-> h, where g is generic for the quark axial-vector distributions,

etcetera. It is convenient to define the convolution of two arbitrary distributions
2It is seen from Eq. (4.38) that this amounts to replacing A <-> B, rendering a result, symmetric

under the exchange of the two hadrons.
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jkj) and ^(^j^r) (possibly multiplied by an overall function of k%T and k2
T)

(4.41)

summing over quark and antiquark flavors, with the prescription that if its argu-
ment is of antiquark (quark) nature, then d\ (d2) is to be replaced, either by d\
(d2) if it concerns a vector or axial-tensor distribution, or by — d± (— 2̂) if it con-
cerns an axial-vector distribution. We split up the general leading-order hadron
tensor Wli'/(SA,SB) in four cases, corresponding to unpolarized, longitudinal-
longitudinal, transverse-longitudinal, and transverse-transverse scattering,

= -WTgl\ (4.42)
W»"{\A,\B) = -(wT + \VfL\A\B)gl?

it , (4.43)

+V2
T

2
L(x • SAL)\B(x»x» + \g>?)

[^SA\ - (x • Sju.)tf] , (4.44)

+V2TT(x-SA1)(x-SB±)]g?

-V2JT(x • SA1)(i • SB1)](x»x" + §

+U£2
TT(x • Sflx) [x^SA{ - (x • SA±)g?

+U2
B

2
TT(i • SA±) [x^SB\ - (x • SBJSF

-U% [S{£SB\ - (SAL • SBX)g?] , (4.45)

where the structure functions, depending on xA, xB, and QT, are given by

WT = I[hh], (4.46)
VfL = -4I[glL9lLl (4.47)

(4.49)
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(4-50)

+utr+u™=

( 5 )

(4.56)

( 4 5 7 )

where a = —k*T, and /3 = —k$T. In the last three equations we only gave the

combination of structure functions that will show up independently in the cross

section, to be discussed in the next subsection. As for the nomenclature, we

based ourselves on the RS-notation, except that we always denote both hadron

polarizations by the TL-superindices. So, for instance, their VJ,L0 corresponds to
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our VQ1^1, and their £/2)2 equals our UjJ- The subindex T stands for the linear
combination (0,0) — | (2,0) . Note that the hadron tensors (4.42)-(4.45) manifestly
conserve the electromagnetic current, i.e., q^W^ — 0.

4.3.2 Cross sections

It is now a straightforward matter to contract the hadron tensor with the angle-

dependent leptonic tensor (4.32). For the four combinations of polarization we

deduce the following leading-order differential cross sections:

* M . ^ L W T ( 1 + C O S ^ ) , (4.58)

^ ^ " ^ [ K + i V r % A 8 ) , 1 + c ^ « )
(4.59)

COS ̂ A S i n 2 Q COS 2 ^
sin2 0 cos(2<£ - <f>A)], (4.60)

da(SAT,SBT) _ Q2

+VTTT COS <f>A COS 4>B) (1 + cos2 0)

COS $A COS $8 S1T)2 0 COS ^

x cos(<f>A — <J>B) s i n 2 0 cos 2<£

in(0A - < f̂l) sin2 0 sinsin2 0 si

x sin2 0 cos(2<£ - ^ - <^B)] , (4.61)

where <j>A (4>B) is the azimuthal angle of SA± (SBI.), i-e., cos<f>A = —x • SAj_ «

—qr • SAT/QT for pure transverse polarization (|5,4r • 5yir| = 1)- Eq. (4.61) shows

that the structure functions V^J7, U^?7, U^?1\ an(^ UlJ cannot separately be

extracted from the experiment, but only in three particular combinations. This

is due to the fact that the corresponding tensor structures in Eq. (4.45) are not

independent, because of the relation

0 = gp
±

a(2x^+g^)-x"(x^g^-x-g1^)
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-x°{x^p - x»g?) - (<£<"<£>" - fitf), (4-62)

which can be proven by using g^ = —iMi" — y^y". One easily checks that the
angular functions of Eqs. (4.58)-(4.61) have no further dependencies.

In order to circumvent normalization problems, in spin experiments one usually
considers the asymmetries

ASASB - —r~—Q > ,„ =-^r. (4.63)
<T\OA, i>B) + cr{bA, —i>B)

For example, the longitudinal-longitudinal asymmetry follows from Eq. (4.59),

, (4.64)

where the structure functions can be found in Eqs. (4.46), (4.47), and (4.48).
The angle-independent term is a generalization of the gr-mtegrated longitudinal-
longitudinal asymmetry [63].

4.3.3 Qr-integrated results

If the Qx-dependence is eliminated by integrating over the transverse momentum
of the produced lepton pair, one recovers the lightcone momentum, helicity, and
transversity distributions of Eqs. (4.1), (4.2), and (4.3);

MO = j>*r /,(&#), (4.65)

51(0 = J<?kT glL({,k2
T), (4.66)

irix,^, (4.67)

and similar antiquark distributions. This can be seen in two ways. It is easiest
to return to Eq. (4.38) and observe that the delta function is absorbed by the
^^integration, so that the transverse integrations over kar and k\,T separate. One
is left with three independent structure functions,

WT(xA,xB) = 1
a

Z i ( * B ) , (4.69)

*a), (4.70)
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with the by now well-known prescription that if a is an antiflavor, the vector and

axial-tensor distributions have to be replaced by their charge conjugated partners,

the axial-vector distributions by minus their anti-partners. The names of the

structure functions in Eq. (4.fi8) to (4.70) refer to the Lorentz tensor structure

they multiply in the hadron tensor (and hence the angular distribution in the

cross section). That is, WT in the hadron tensor is the coefficient of — g1^, etcetera.

The same expressions are obtained if one integrates the full results in Eqs. (4.42)-

(4.45) over qj. It is then seen that WT and VT are the integrals of WT and

VTL, respectively, but that £/2,2 originates from the combination U%J + \V^T +
ITTBTT I 1T/2TT
2 ^2,2 ~r 8 ^2,2 •

Contraction of the hadron tensors with the lepton tensor leads to the following

leading-order four-fold differential cross sections [41]:

<Mo,o) _ c?

(4.72)

( 4 ,3)

da(S AT,

dxAdxBdQ, 4Q2

+U™ s in2 $ cos(2<£ -4>A- <f>B)\ • (4.74)

Note that no absolute azimuthal angles occur, but only the relative angles <f> — <f>A

and <j> — 4>B- Two remarks are in place here. Comparing with the full cross sec-

tions (4.58-4.61), we observe the disappearance of the sin2 6 cos 2<£-term in the

longitudinal-longitudinal cross section, and hence in the asymmetry (4.64). Sec-

ondly, we see no polarization-dependence in the integrated transverse-longitudinal

cross section, and hence no asymmetry. Indeed this asymmetry is suppressed by

a factor M/Q [42, 43].

4.3.4 QT = 0

Only a few of the structure functions are nonvanishing at QT = 0, the other ones

having kinematical zeros (see also [59]). Therefore, it is worthwhile to consider

the limit QT —t 0 of the structure functions in Eq. (2.A.6). In general we can do

this, rewriting the convolutions in Eq. (4.41) by making a transformation to the
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momenta kr = \(kar — far) and Kj = kaj +

d2(xB,k2
T)

= Iofa d2) + O(Q2
T), (4.75)

assuming the distribution functions to be sufficiently well-behaved to justify the
Taylor expansion of the integrand. For instance, for V£2 of Eq. (4.48) one finds
in the limit QT —>• 0 (omitting the flavor sum)

V2
LL

2
oc

• kT)

= | f J
xhtL(xA,k2

T)htL(xB,k*T) +O(Q2
T)

= O(Q2
T). (4.76)

So V^ n a s a kinematical zero of second order, which is the natural behavior,
because it multiplies a tensor that is quadratic in x and y. In the same fashion all
structure functions can be treated. Since this is a rather cumbersome procedure,
we will illustrate below the behavior by considering a Gaussian fc^-dependence,
from which the order of the kinematical zeros is simply read off. We obtain only
four structure functions without a kinematical zero, in agreement with the results
of RS,

WT|QT=O = /ol/i/i], (4-77)

VfL\QT=0 = -4/O[<7IL5IL], (4.78)

V\TT\ _ jj, 2 91T91T

IJ + \U*F + \U2
B

2
TT) \QT=Q = IoihM- (4-80)

where we defined /*i(f, k\) = hlT(£, k%)-hf-T(£, k\) k^/(2M2), both for barred and
unbarred functions. An easier way to obtain this result is to start from Eq. (4.38),
and put QT = 0 from there. One then never picks up the other structure functions
in the first place. The cross sections at QT = 0 can be obtained by insertion of
these structure functions into the explicit expressions given for the cross sections
in Eqs. (4.58)-(4.61).
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4.3.5 Gaussian transverse momentum distributions

It is instructive to consider a Gaussian fcr-dependence,

*(*,*£) = rftf.O) exp(-ra |J£|), (4.81)

where the transverse radius r in principle depends on both the particular distribu-
tion function, and on x. One can explicitly perform the convolution integral (4.41)
(for simplicity we will omit the color factor and flavor summation),

^ L(fi.j5&-) c/1(x>1,0)J2(xB,0), (4.82)

being regular in QT = 0. One can identify an 'average' transverse size r, given by
r~2 = rA

2 + rg2. We find for the structure functions,

WT = / ( / , / , ] , (4.83)

VT" = -4/biiflilJ, (4.84)

( 4 8 5 )

i4M)

= ' ' ' ' • ' ' " - 1 ( 4 - 8 7 )

T4)Ilh'T'hiJ + ^ J S M T S ? " * • A l ' (488)

(490)

9 r2 _2

2 T T AIJT rArB

= J
l {r\ + r%

D2 r4D2 r
V22 +U22 +U2i2 = —j

r 4

Mj (rA

QT {r\-
(rA

(4-92)

An 2 r4

TT rrBTT VT rA

<2 - U 2 t 7 =J}T
2A + r2g)2
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jTT

These explicit results illustrate the kinematical zeros, and can be used to obtain
their order. For instance, Eq. (4.85) is an illustration of the result in Eq. (4.76).
The expressions can also be used to illustrate the expected behavior of the longi-
tudinal-longitudinal asymmetry in Eq. (4.64), which becomes

\I\9IL9IL]

sin2 0 cos 2<f> Q\ r%rArAr%
1 + cos2 9 MAMB {r\ + r | ) 2 I\fxfx] J' ^"95^

The second (angle-dependent) term in the asymmetry starts off with Q\, and is
proportional to the average transverse radius squared of the functions hXL and
hXL. As a second example we note the structure function V<rL, being directly
proportional to the transverse radius squared of the helicity distribution gu, for
hadron B.

Finally, we mention the CERN NA10 experiment [64, 65], which indicates a
possible sin2 9 cos 2<£-asymmetry in unpolarized DY scattering at measured QT,
not suppressed by powers of 1/Q. Such an asymmetry, however, does not appear
in the leading-order result (4.58). It is, however, important to note that any kind
of polarization in the beams leads to such an asymmetry. Recently, Brandenburg,
Nachtmann, and Mirkes [66] have suggested that the nontrivial QCD vacuum
structure could be responsible for the asymmetry. Another suggestion is that
higher-twist effects are responsible [67].

4.4 Results, sub-leading order

The effects of an external transverse momentum qj become more complicated at
sub-leading order. In this section we only calculate the cross section integrated
over qj. We find an asymmetry different from the one existing in the literature [43].
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4.4.1 Hadron tensor

If one does not measure QT, one has to take the qr integral of the cross section (4.4).
In the Collins-Soper frame denned by the axes of Eq. (4.17), the lepton momentum
vectors do not depend on qr anymore, so the qr integral may be pulled through
the lepton tensor to work on TV*" directly. We will call the result after integration
W1*". In the Collins-Soper frame, the components of pA and pB do depend on
qr, as can be seen from Eqs. (4.25) and (4.26). However, the unit-vectors q and
z do not. Returning to Eq. (4.38), we may in leading order replace g^" by g1^
according to Eq. (4.27). Integrating over qj in the Collins-Soper frame, the </x's

may be pulled outside the integral, since they are built from q and z [Eq. (4.22)].
Now the only qr-dependence resides in the delta-function, which is subsequently
cancelled. The transverse momentum integrals then work on their corresponding
projections directly. The result is the leading-order DY hadron tensor

+h\{xA)h\{xB) [S{/XSB\ - [SAX • SBi)g?]}, (4.96)

giving rise to the structure functions in Eqs. (4.68)-(4.70). Since in this section we
are interested in sub-leading order, we must find the O(l/Q) content of Eq. (4.38).
The corrections that we neglected above by replacing glf? by g^ are

a,b

> I [ ^ 7 T 7 5 ]

Integrating over qr in the Collins-Soper frame, we may pull q outside the integral.
Aside from the delta function, the integrand is then linear in qr, selecting k
structures in the projections, as can be seen from the resulting expression

i [MA ga
lT(xA)g°(xB) + MB h\{xA)h\L(xB)]}, (4.98)

where we used the parametrization (3.16). In addition, Eq. (4.35) contains con-
tributions which are products of a twist-two and a twist-three projection. The
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corresponding Lorentz tensors do not contain explicit ^-dependence in the Collins-

Soper frame, so that the delta function vanishes and the kaT and kf,T integrals work

on the corresponding projections directly. We get

+MAXA(q - z)^SB\ xAha
L{xA)h\{xB)

-MAXB{q-z){flSu
A\ xAga

T{xA)g\{xB)

+MBXB{q + z)^S"A\ h\{xA) xBh\{xB)}. (4.99)

If we eliminate gr and hi, using relations (3.61) and (3.68), respectively, we obtain

"

\ [-MB gl{xA)g\T{xB) + MA h\L{xA)h\{xB)

-2m£{xA)h\{xB)]
v2L [MA glT{*A)9\{xB) - MB h\{xA)h\L{xB)

+2mh\{xA)£{xB)\

-MBXA(q + z){liSB\ gl{xA) xBg$(xB)

+MAXA(q - z)^SB\ xAhl{xA)h\{xB)

-MAXB(q - z){llSv
A\ XASfr{xA)di{xB)

+MBXB{q + z)^Su
A\ h\(xA)xB~hs

L(xB)Y (4.100)

As expected, the g-terms that violate current conservation only come multiplied

with the explicitly interaction-dependent matrix elements gr and hi,. In QCD, and

at the O(l/Q) accuracy level, one must include the gluon diagrams of Fig. 4.2.

Consider first diagrams a and b where the transverse gluon is inserted in hadron A.

The q^-dependence turns out to be higher order. The order-1/^ result is

+MAXB(q + z)^SA\ xAsfr{xA)£(xB)}. (4.101)

In the same way we find for the diagrams 4.2c and 4.2<f with a transverse gluon

insertion in hadron B:

-MBXB{q - z)^SA\ h\{xA) xBhl{xB)}. (4.102)
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(*)

o
o
o

(c)

Figure 4.2: Drell- Yan one-gluon diagrams.
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The antiquark diagrams can be obtained from the corresponding quark di-
agrams by replacing m -)• -m, ea -> - e s , fa ~¥ / s , ga -t —g*t and ha -> h&.
However, the quark results are invariant under this operation, so one can use them,
extending the flavor sum to include antiquark flavors.

The total 0(1/Q) polarized DY hadron tensor contains no current non-conser-
ving terms anymore. It can be written in terms of two structure functions,

WK + WZ..-A + V^Ln-B = ^ S"B\ ^ J " AB*<"5& tfjf, (4.103)

with

+MA[-h*L(xA) + 2xAhl{xA))h\{xB)

+2mga
l(xA)hi(xB)}, (4.104)

where the sum runs over quark and antiquark flavors. The other structure function,
U21, can be obtained from Eq. (4.104) by replacing A -<->• B. It is easily shown
that they cannot be written in terms of gr and hi, only. However, using Eqs. (3.61)
and (3.68), one can simultaneously eliminate the kr-odd and quark-mass terms,

+MA xA[ha
L(xA) + hl{xA)]h\{xB)}. (4.105)

4.4.2 Discussion

Having derived the DY hadron tensor, it is straightforward to calculate the cross
section and double-spin asymmetries after contracting the leptonic tensor, written
in terms of the angles 9 and <f>, with the hadronic tensor in Eq. (4.103). The only
nonzero O(l/Q) contributions come from TL or LT scattering, of which we only
consider the latter; the former simply follows by replacing A f* B. The result is

f(1 2$)WT + XA sin26cos{4> ~ ̂ V^' (4'106)
neglecting O(l/Q2) contributions. Here WT = (1/3) Ea elfi(xA)ff(xB) is the
leading-order unpolarized structure function. As transverse momentum has been
integrated over, this result depends only on the relative azimuthal angle, <f> — <j>B,
between the lepton scattering plane and the transverse polarization vector. The
asymmetry following from Eq. (4.106) reads
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T TT T

_ x s\n29cos(<f>-<j>B)U2,i
~

 A
 1 + ^ W

Taking XA = — 1, <f>s = 0, and writing out the structure functions, this becomes

sin 20 cos <ft 1 f E o CgMB g?(xil)aB[flf.(aB) + $0**0]
L T 1 + cos' 0 Q \ E o e« /f M / ? ( x B ) '

We emphasize again that Eq. (4.108) is the general result for the O(l/Q) LT-
asymmetry. No assumptions have been made for the fc^-dependence of the distri-
butions. If we assume S(kq<) transverse momentum distributions and m = 0, the
relations (3.61) and (3.68) reduce to gr = gr and hi, = hi, respectively. Inserting
these into Eq. (4.108) (taking MA = MB = M), we arrive at the result derived by
Jaffe and Ji in Eq. (75) of Ref. [43]. The results clearly disagree. One might think
that the situation is not that alarming. We must, however, stress the following.
Taking zero quark intrinsic transverse momentum at twist three is not an approx-
imation, but a highly non-trivial assumption. Remember that the relations (3.67)
and (3.73) imply that in that case both gi = 0 and A2 = 0» or equivalently gr = <7i
and hi, = hi. In other words, the twist-three distributions are not independent
from the twist-two ones. This can hardly be expected to hold true for the nucleon.

4.A Perpendicular projection method

Consider the following convolutions:

The perpendicular vectors fc,j_ are taken from the set {fcoj_,fox}. In practise we
only needed the cases where n = 0,1,2,3, and n = 4 with two of the indices
symmetrized. We want to project these perpendicular tensors onto a basis of
XK-tensors, multiplied with scalar functions of QT-

Take the simplest non-trivial case of n = 1,

d2kbT S2(kaT + kbT - qT)F(k2
aT, kfT)k^. (4.A.2)
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Since the only perpendicular direction available is q1^ « A"*4, this expression must
be proportional to iM. The proportionality constant is easily obtained by contract-
ing with xM, and using x2 = —1. We get (discarding corrections of O(l/Q2) in this
appendix)

k1T}/QT. (4.A.3)

We choose to write the integrand as a function of QT, k2
T, and k2

T, by making
use of the relations

K T — k2
T),

(4.A.4)

(4.A.5)

(4.A.6)

For the more intricate cases, n > 1, the procedure is essentially the same. Instead
of xM, and yM, we will use the more convenient building blocks xp, and cff =
-x»xu - y»yv. For n = 2 we find

AKML) = ( uu
9s.

v / 2 1 W J[(qT

' \ 1 1 ) \ J[klT • k2T]
k2T)}/Q2

T

• k2T))/Q2
T

k2T], (4.A.7)

where the matrix notation in the first equation should be clear from the second.
In the same notation, the n = 3-case reads

x 9±. >
-v UP

x 91,
1 4 1 1 1

1 1 0 0
1 0 1 0
1 0 0 1

Finally, for n = 4 and two indices symmetrized, we find

-V vp \
y x. )

klT){qr • k2T)(qT • h^VQr \
-J[(qT • k3T){klT • k2T)]/QT

-J[{qT-k2T){kiT-k3T)}/QT
• kir)(k2T • k3T)]/Qr

x»x»x»x°,
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x

8 2 2 2 2 1

2 2 1 0 0 1

2 1 2 0 0 1

2 0 0 2 0 0

2 0 0 0 2 0

1 1 1 0 0 1

f 2J[(qT • klT)(qT • k2T)(qT • k3T)(qr • k4T))IQA
T \

2J[(qT • klT)(qr • k2T)(k3T • k4T)]/Q2
T

2J[(qT • k3T){qT ' k4T)(kiT • k2r)]/Qr

J[(qT • klT)(qT • k3T)(k2T • k4T) + 1 O 2\jQ\

J[(qr • klT)(qT • k4T)(k2T • k3T) + ]

2J[(klT • k2T)(k3T • k4T)]

2)/Q2
T

For the implementation of these rather lengthy formulas we used FORM [68].
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Chapter 5

Semi-inclusive DIS

5.1 Introduction
In hard scattering processes one has the possibility of measuring specific matrix
elements of quark and gluon fields. In leading order they can be readily inter-
preted as quark and gluon densities including also the spin (helicity and transverse
spin) densities. Inclusive measurements in deep-inelastic lepton-hadron scattering
(DIS) enable the extraction of the unpolarized distribution /i(f) and one of two
spin distributions, namely the helicity distribution <7i(£). The other (transverse)
spin distribution /ii(£), cannot be measured in inclusive DIS because of its chiral
structure. It has been suggested to measure this in semi-inclusive measurements
in lepton-hadron scattering [69, 70]. One of the ways in which semi-inclusive mea-
surements could be used involves transverse momentum dependence. In Ref. [71],
Collins shows how the semi-inclusive deep-inelastic process e + p*-+ e + h + X,
where p* denotes a transversely polarized hadron (spin vector 5y), enables one to
probe the quark transverse spin through a leading asymmetry depending on the az-
imuthal angle of the outgoing hadron's momentum and that of the target hadron's
spin vector, the so-called Collins effect. In Chap. 3, however, we found that terms
proportional to kj-(kr • ST/M2), where kj is the quark transverse momentum with
respect to the hadron, in the relevant matrix element are neither forbidden by the
symmetries of QCD, nor suppressed by powers of l/Q. In Sec. 5.2 we present all
leading contributions that enter when transverse momentum dependence is con-
sidered, treating also the case where the initial hadron is longitudinally polarized.
Section 5.3 treats the case where both target and fragment polarization are known.
The expression for the cross section is expanded up to order l/Q, integrating over
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the produced hadron's transverse momentum.

5.2 Collins effect revisited

We consider the process £+ H —> £' + h-\-X, where £ and & are the incoming and
scattered leptons (considered massless) with momenta / and /', H is the incoming
hadron with momentum P (with P2 = M2) and spin vector S (with P • S = 0
and S2 = — 1), h is the produced hadron with momentum P\ (with P£ = M\).
The cross section for this process can be written as a product of a leptonic and a
hadronic tensor

d<J TTVCt

dxdydz<PPhL

where we consider the situation in which the transverse momentum P£± is assumed
to be of O(M2). We have used the scalar variables

Here q = I — I' is the momentum of the exchanged virtual photon (we will limit
ourselves to electromagnetic interactions), which is spacelike (—q2 = Q2). We
assume that Q2 becomes large as compared to the hadronic scale, say M2, but x
and z remain constant, well away from their endpoints 0 and 1. It is convenient to
introduce the vector PM = Pfl — (P-q/q2) q* which is orthogonal to q, leading to the
timelike unit vector i" = 2x P^/Q (with i2 = 1). Together with the spacelike unit
vector gM = q^/Q (with q2 — —1), we can define tensors in the space orthogonal
to P and q,

r"P (5.4)

Azimuthal angles will be fixed with respect to the lepton scattering plane. The
x-axis is derived from the lepton momentum which can be written as

+ f <?* + /?, (5.5)
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with l\ = Q2{y — l)/y2- We define the unit vector in the x-direction to be x" =
'JL/I'X|- The (unpolarized) lepton tensor L"" = 2/"/'" + 2lvl'li - Q2g>i>/ can be
written as

+(1 - y)* (l - Jy) (x"£" + x"t") + (1 - y) M"] . (5.6)

The four tensor structures are mutually orthogonal.
The interesting physics is in the hadron tensor which, in leading order in 1/Q,

is given by

2 M W " = 2e2 jd*kd*k' S4(k + q- k') Tr [*(*)7" A(fc')7"]. (5.7)

We consider for the moment only the quark contribution for one flavor. Fur-
thermore we limit ourselves to the symmetric part because the unpolarized lep-
ton tensor is symmetric. One has on the distribution side (involving the target
hadron) [38, 39]

r d4z ik.z -

J (2TT)

while on the fragmentation side (involving the produced hadron) [72]

,;Jf |^,(0)|0). (5.9)

In the first equation a color-summation is understood, in the second a color-
average. A link operator Q(0,z) = Vexp[—ig ft ds^A^s)] is inserted to make the
definitions color gauge-invariant. With an appropriate choice of the path struc-
ture in the link operator used in the above definitions and an appropriate choice of
gauge, the above expression for the hadronic tensor VV" corresponds to the Born
graph in Fig. 5.1.

In order to analyze the hadronic tensor it is convenient to work in a frame
in which the hadrons H and h are collinear (see also [73]). We can define the
rank-two tensors

tA &L (5.10)

4" = £ " a T f V h , (5.11)
pph.
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Figure 5.1: The quark Born diagram for semi-inclusive DIS.

using the null vectors, defined implicitly by

M2

P = p+—n.

Ph = Ph

2
Ml

(5.12)

(5.13)

where n = ph/(p • Ph.) and n/, = p/(p • ph). In analogy to the Drell-Yan process, we
define a 'transverse' vector as aj. = gj"av, having only transverse components in
the above-mentioned collinear frames. Note that in general the photon momentum
q has non-zero transverse components qj. That is, apart from mass corrections,
q w —x(l + qr/Q2)p + Ph/Z + 9r- Also, the hadron spin vector is decomposed
according to

(5.14)

with A the helicity and Sj the transverse spin, satisfying A2 + \Sq-\ = —S2 = 1.
A 'perpendicular' vector we define as a^ = g^ar* = aT'^(aT'<lT/Q2)qfi- These

have only two non-zero components aj_ in the frames where the hadron and the
virtual photon are collinear. So in general the outgoing hadron has non-zero PHI.,
specifically, Phi_ ~ — zqj. The use of ' « ' means 'up to corrections of (relative)
order 1/Q2\ The target hadron has neither T- nor ±-components. In short, a
transverse tensor is perpendicular to both P and P^, whereas a perpendicular
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tensor is perpendicular to both P and q. The two types are connected by boosts

of order \Ph±\/Q, so that at leading order they may be freely interchanged. Only

at O(l/Q) the differences become important.

After this kinematical intermezzo, we return to the calculation of the hadronic

tensor (5.7). Assuming quark momenta in hadrons to be limited, i.e., in the

expressions for $ and A the quantities k2, k • P, kn, and k' • Ph, are of hadronic

scale, one infers that k • n ^> k' • n and k' • rih ̂ > k • n^, so that

5\k + q-k')*tp- ph8{k .ph + q.ptL)S(q-p-k'- p)52(kT + qT- k'T),(5A5)

such that the longitudinal momentum fractions f = k-n « x and £ = l/(k'-rih.) « z.

Another consequence of Eq. (5.15) is that one becomes sensitive to the integrals

fd(k-p) $(k) and fd(k'-ph) A(fc'). Only specific Dirac projections will contribute

in leading order. For the distributions we need the matrix elements

)Tr[ii*{k)\ = /itf,*£), (5-16)

i J d(k-p)

Performing the fcy integration, one finds that it is only the functions /i(£, fcy) and

hi(£,kj-) = hiT(£,kj<) — (kj/2M2)hiT(£, fcj), that contribute to the distributions

/i(£) and /*i(£), respectively.

Similarly, the leading parts for the (fragmentation) matrix elements in Eq. (5.9)

for the case that one sums over the polarization of the produced hadron are

2*r), (5-18)

Ht(C,C2k?). (5.19)

where pi = — £k'T is the transverse momentum of the produced hadron with respect

to the fragmenting quark. The normalization of D\ is given by the momentum sum

rule J2h Jo ̂ C / tPpr CDI((,PT) = 1. Hermiticity and parity invariance have been

used in deriving the above (real) parametrizations. Interestingly, a structure corre-

sponding to Hf- in the distribution part will be excluded because of time-reversal

invariance. The fragmentation functions are not invariant under the time-reversal

operation because the states |P/,;X) are out-states. That H^ can well be nonzero

in QCD has been made plausible in Refs. [71, 74] by applying simple models. The
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function also appears in the cross section for scattering of polarized leptons off

unpolarized hadrons, but in that case it is suppressed by a factor 1/Q [75]. Note

that we use somewhat different functions as in Ref. [71], the connection being

C0i(C,C2*r) = D((,k'T) and eT*r* W(C,C3*?)/A*A = AD{Ck'T,eT), where eT

is a unit vector in the \i direction.

By-means of Fierz transformation of the two 7-matrices in Eq. (5.7), one finds

that the projection D\ in (5.18) selects from the distribution side the function /1

(called / in Ref. [71]). On the other hand, HX
L comes with the matrix element

in Eq. (5.17). In the parametrization of this matrix element three functions come

in. In Ref. [71] only the function h\r (called fa) was considered. We will consider

here the additional function /»^T for transversely polarized hadrons and hXL for

longitudinally polarized hadrons. The rest of the calculation is a matter of inserting

the above parametrizations into the (Fierz transformed) trace in Eq. (5.7). The

result is

2MW1' = 2e2 J

where {jo/} indicates symmetrization of the indices. The way to project the

Lorentz indices of the convolution variables kj and pr on external momenta was

discussed in App. 4.A for the Drell-Yan process. The resulting leading-order

hadronic tensor is most conveniently expressed in terms of four structure func-

tions constructed from the perpendicular vectors and tensors defined earlier,

+VT [{h • 5X)

-VL Xh^e^php, (5.21)

where h = Ph±/\Phx\- We define the convolution product (reinstating the sum
over quark and antiquark flavors)

I[fD) =
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(z, (flu. - zkTf) , (5.22)

where the use of transverse two-vectors is most appropriate because of the defini-
tions of the fragmentation functions. For the second line we used qr « —
The structure functions now read

MWT = z

MUT = I

MVT = /

Mh

(5.23)

(5.24)

(4(*r • h)2(pr • h) + 2(kT • h)(kT

MVL =

(5.25)

(5.26)

Note that in UT precisely the combination hi = /iu — (fcy/2M2) h^T appears. The
dot products can easily be converted into squares fcy, p\, and PjJx, using the delta
function in the convolution integrals. So the structure functions depend on the
variables x, z, and P£L. Finally, the leading-order cross section is obtained by
contracting Eq. (5.21) with the leptonic tensor, Eq. (5.6),

da

+UT\ST\(l-y)sm(<f>+<f>s)

+VLA(l-y)sin2<?i], (5.27)

where cos <j> = — x • h and sin <f> = c^"xM/iv, and likewise for the azimuth of the spin
vector, |5j_| cos^5 = —x-S^ and |5 i | sin^5 = t'^x^Sx.v and we used |.Si| = \ST\-
Our analysis shows that the s'm(4>+<f>s) asymmetry in the process e+p* —)• e+h+X,
found in Ref. [71], and known as the Collins effect, probes the transverse spin dis-
tribution hi(£,k\), which upon integration over kj gives /ii(f). One must be
aware, however, of an additional sin(3<^ — <̂ s) azimuthal dependence for trans-
versely polarized hadrons. The corresponding structure function, VT, probes the
new distribution function hfj<(£, k^). For longitudinally polarized hadrons there
is a sin2<£ asymmetry multiplying the structure function VL, which probes the
distribution function h^L(£,kq-)- These three distribution functions determine the
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transverse spin density in a polarized hadron including the dependence on quark
transverse momenta as given in Eq. (5.17). They are all convoluted with the same
fragmentation function Hf-(£,pq-)-

Although the structure functions contain complicated convolutions in trans-
verse momentum space, they simplify considerably if one assumes a Gaussian
transverse momentum dependence. That is,

/(*,*!•) = m,0)exp(-R2
H\k2

T\), (5.28)

, (5.29)

for a general distribution and fragmentation function, respectively. The structure
function Wj of Eq. (5.23), for instance, with this Gaussian ansatz becomes

AOVr = l

MJ^^}Mx'0)D'iz'0)- (530)

Likewise, the other structure functions reduce to

MUT - Tifw

where the convolutions have the same simple form as in Eq. (5.30). Note that we
considered only two transverse radii, one for the target and one for the measured
hadron, but not one for every distribution separately.

5.3 Leptoproduction integrated over transverse

momentum

In this section we will calculate the complete tree-level result for polarized deep-
inelastic leptoproduction up to order l/Q and integrated over Phi.- That is, the
incoming electron has helicity Ae (any transverse polarization is suppressed by the
electron mass over the electron energy), the target hadron has a spin vector as
given in Eq. (5.14), whereas the outgoing hadron's spin is measured as
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S {Ph ~ ̂ nh)+ShT- (534)

The diagrams that need to be taken into account are the Born diagram of Fig. 5.1,
along with four gluon diagrams which look like the ones in Fig. 4.2, but with the an-
tiquark blobs replaced by fragmentation blobs. For the fragmentation correlators
A, we have constraints similar to Eqs (3.2) and (3.35), except for the time-reversal
demand. As a consequence, the number of scalar fragmentation functions is larger
than the number of distribution functions. On the distribution side we have the ex-
pansions given in Eqs (3.15), (3.16), and (3.57). Their fragmentation counterparts
are

\ Ifa Dy(C) + A,75 fa 0,(0 + 75 A T fa # i

-jihfa)HL{0

+ ..., (5.35)

x(Ph,Sh;X\lfp(Xnh)id
p\O)

KTGMO - A ^ fa HtdC)
+facp

T
aShT,DtT(C) - t^WTrfa Ht(C)]ap + ••• ,(5-36)

x (Ph, Sh;

--^ (5-37)
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listing only the fragmentation functions contributing up to order l/Q. The above

three sets of fcx-even, fcx-odd, and interaction-dependent functions are again re-

lated by the equations of motion. In particular, one has

E(0 = j^CD^O + EiO, (5.38)

0 + ̂ ( 0 . (5-39)

HL(C) = -iCHtdt) + jfiCGtiO + HUC), (5-40)

EL(Q = EL((), (5.41)

DT(C) = -CDtAC) + DT(0, (5-42)
H(C) = -2CHt{Q + H{C). (5-43)

The diagrams can now be readily computed using FORM [68], and the result-
ing hadronic tensor up to order l/Q reads

2M J

2e2z i-g? \fxDx + XX^Gx] - [s[*S& - (S± • Sh±)g?]

~ \MXQTG,

\MX9TDX + MH^J] \, (5.44)

where the quark distribution functions in hadron H depend on x, while the quark

fragmentation functions into hadron h depend on z. Note that, as in the Drell-

Yan process, all fcj-odd and quark-mass terms can simultaneously be eliminated

by means of the equations of motion.

The cross section is obtained after contraction of the above hadronic tensor with

the leptonic tensor, of which the symmetric part is given in Eq. (5.6), whereas the

antisymmetric part reads
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LA»" = - ^ [(2 - y) <£ + 2 0 T ^ e l 1 ' * , ] . (5.45)

Separating the cross sections into parts for unpolarized (0) and longitudinally
polarized (L) leptons and unpolarized (0), longitudinally polarized (L) or trans-
versely polarized (T) hadrons in the initial state one obtains the leptoproduction
cross section

da(£H -+ t'hX) daoo daOL daOT
rdx dy dz dx dy dz dx dy dz dx dy dz

da to daLL, dacT te. AC\
+ , , , + , , , (5.46)

dx dy dz dx dy dz
dx dy dz dx dy dz dx dy dz

with (including again the flavor indices)

daoo Ana2

dx dy dz yQ2

' M- «(*)*£&}, (5.47)

Ana2

dx dy dz yQ2

-2\ShL\{2 - y)^Jl - y cos <f>Sh

( x )£Kfl] \ (5.48)
' Q

daoT

-2Xh(2-y)y/l-y cos <f>s

[ Q X T X 1 Q l

dx dy dz

-2\ShL\y\]l -y cos<j)Sh

(5.49)

x ]^xe\x)Hliz) + ^n{x)^^| }, (5.50)
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(5.51)

dx dy dz

x \-^xga
T(x)Da

1(z) + -±h\{x)

J(x)^^J. (5.52)

The familiar inclusive cross section is easily obtained by using the results for the
fragmentation function of a quark into a quark and summing over the quark spins,

dajlH -> tX) = d*oo + dvuL+d*vL

dx dy dx dy dx dy dx dy

with

(5.55)

1 -yAe|Sx|cos«^£ea*<£Or). (5.56)
daLT 4na2 r M

These inclusive results lead to the tree-level results for the structure functions
Fi(x,Q2), F2{x,Q2), gi(x,Q2) and g2(x,Q2) which were given in Sec. 2. Compar-
ing semi-inclusive and inclusive results one finds the familiar result for the number
of produced particles

Asymmetries in the number of produced particles for polarized leptons and/or
polarized target hadrons are obtained from the cross sections by putting Sh to
zero,

(5.58)
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involving the nonvanishing ones of the following asymmetries,

~ °{Z H) <rOL

= = 0{t H) +
{l&) COT

(5.59)

2(2 - y)VT^ Mh Ea,5 e\h\{x)H*(z)lz
Q

A AT ( \

) =

where for ANh,oT the target (transverse) polarization should be purely along the
y-axis, for AN^LT along the x-axis. For the double asymmetries, ANh,LL and
ANh,LT it is (at least in principle) sufficient to consider either the asymmetry
for the electron spins or for the target spins since ANh,oL = ANH,LO = 0. Of the
asymmetries in the number of produced hadrons only ANH,LL is leading. The other
asymmetries are proportional to l/Q. For a target with transverse polarization in
the scattering plane the result is proportional to the transverse spin distribution
h" and the twist-three fragmentation function Ha. For a target with transverse
polarization orthogonal to the scattering plane the result contains the product of
the twist-three distribution g? with the ordinary fragmentation function I)\ and
the product of the transverse spin distribution h\ with the twist-three fragmenta-
tion function E" [76]. We note that in the naive parton model approach the tilde
functions do not appear at tree level.

Measuring polarization in the final state, gives several new possibilities to
study quark-quark and quark-quark-gluon correlation functions. The cross sec-
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tion da I (dx dy dz) is of the form dooo I(dx dy dz)[\ + VK • Sh\- The vector VH,
depending on q, P, S, and Ph., determines the production density matrix and is
called the polarization vector. It is convenient to parametrize it in the same way

in Eq. (5.34), that is, with lightcone helicity A/, and transverse polarizationas
. The polarization induced in the final state is

'AhNh(x,z;\e;\,Sx) -

(5.64)

(5.65)

+AeA (5.66)

In leading order the final state polarization is proportional to the corresponding
polarization (longitudinal or transverse) of the target hadron and the polarization
(longitudinal) of the lepton. The transfer parameters involve the leading distribu-
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tion functions /", g° and hi and the leading fragmentation functions G° and H^.
For instance, the measurement of transversely polarized A's has been proposed
[69, 70] as a way to obtain the transverse spin distribution h\.

In the complete result up to order l/Q final state polarization arises from
several other polarizations in the initial state. Especially noteworthy is the (trans-
verse) polarization in the production of a spin 1/2 particle (e.g. a A) for an unpolar-
ized initial state, the term involving f*(x)Dj<(z) in Eq. (5.66). This polarization
is purely transverse, orthogonal to the lepton scattering plane. It involves the
interaction-dependent fragmentation function Dj.

At order l/Q one finds also transverse polarization in the production of ha-
drons, coming from longitudinal polarization in the initial state or vice versa. This
offers new possibilities to obtain twist-three distribution functions such as <7j(x)
and also h1(x). We note the presence of several interaction-dependent functions
which complicate the naive parton picture for these observables.

NEXT PAGE(S)
left BLANK



Chapter 6

Radiative corrections

6.1 Introduction
In the preceding chapters we calculated all hard parts at tree level, that is, not
including loops. As a consequence all structure functions were seen to depend
only on scaling variables (such as a;, z, etcetera), and not on the large momentum
Q2. In practise this scaling is logarithmically violated due to the QCD radiative
corrections.

Working in the field theoretic model, for DIS at leading twist and up to first
order in the strong coupling a, we need to include the diagrams of Fig. 6.1. Only
the bremsstrahlung or real-gluon diagrams are depicted, the virtual graphs con-
taining vertex and self-energy corrections. Both real and virtual diagrams contain
infrared divergencies which must be regularized by, for instance, keeping the quark
masses or by dimensional regularization. At leading twist it turns out that one
can factorize the singularities inside the distribution function, which thereby be-
comes dependent on the factorization scale p. The leading-twist polarized struc-
ture function, for example, can be written as (we assume only one quark flavor for
simplicity)

where t = \og(Q2/fi2). Note that we kept only the large logarithms; the so-called
leading-log approximation. The polarized non-singlet splitting function AFg? is
given by

= CF [ f f r | ^ + f*(1 - fl] , (6-2)
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Q Q:Q o

Figure 6.1: Real-gluon radiative corrections.

where CF = 4/3 is the color factor, and the plus-prescription is defined in the
distributional sense by

An alternative way of writing Eq. (6.1) is the Altarelli-Parisi evolution equation [11]

where we replaced a by the running coupling constant (see e.g. [77]).
For higher-twist structure functions, such as g-i(x,Q2), the evolution involves

quark-gluon-quark correlations or, more generally, off-shellness and intrinsic trans-
verse momentum. This makes it much harder to handle. In this chapter we will
only consider quark targets and fragments, thereby not encountering these prob-
lems. The full problem of the g2 evolution was solved in Ref. [78]. Section 6.2
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treats the semi-inclusive scattering on a quark, measuring also a quark including
its polarization. In Sec. 6.3 the results are used to calculate the structure functions
for inclusive DIS on a polarized quark target.

6.2 Semi-inclusive DIS in perturbative QCD

In this section we calculate the cross section for the process e(/) + qa(pi) —t e(l') +
9a(P2) + X, where a denotes the quark flavor and X is an unobserved final state.
First we recapitulate some facts from Chap. 5 on the tree-level result. Then we
calculate the one-loop corrections, working in the leading-log approximation. From
the cross section we can extract quark distribution and fragmentation functions.

6.2.1 TVee level

In general, the cross section for such a semi-inclusive process can be written as

where the invariants are defined as

Q Pi ' Q Pi • Pi ia cX

2pi • q1 pi •'' Pi • 9 '

with q = I — I' (q2 = —Q2) the momentum of the exchanged virtual photon.
Note that we have integrated over the transverse momentum of the emitted quark,
P%± = QTPIVI where g±_ is defined in Eq. (5.3). It is perpendicular to both pi and qy

as also follows from the definitions q = q/Q and i = (q + 2xpi)/QyJl + Ax2m2/Q2,
such that —g2 = f2 = 1 and g • t = 0. Azimuthal angles are measured with respect
to the space-like unit vector x = ^x/v ~^i> where /£ = g^lu.

In the process under consideration one can distinguish two steps. In the first
step the electron emits a highly virtual photon with momentum q. In the second
step this virtual photon is absorbed by the target quark (or its descendant). The
first (leptonic) part only involves the vector coupling and gives rise to the leptonic
tensor, given in Eqs. (5.6) and (5.45). The details of the subprocess j*(q) +
9a(pi) —> 9a{PT) + X are contained in the partonic tensor w^v. From Sec. 5.3 we
quote the tree-level result up to order l/Q, which can be obtained from Eq. (5.44)
by taking M = M^ = ro;

2m
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iD, + Ai Aa^Gi] - [«&«& - (j1JL •

(6.7)

Here, Ai and A2 are the in- and outgoing quark helicities, s\± and s2± the in- and

outgoing transverse spins. Note that this result was obtained in the strong-ordering

approximation |pjxl ^ Q2-

The tree-level result for a quark target can be exactly calculated. It follows
from (the square of) the amplitude (a) depicted in Fig. 6.2, so basically the semi-
inclusive process with X — 0, i.e. the elastic process. For the distribution and
fragmentation correlation functions we use

($a/a)ij(Pl,Sl]k) = S4(k-p1)Ui(pUS1)uj(p1,Si)

[ ^ | (6.8)
and similarly

A.,.(j*,aa;*) = 54(k-P2)(p'2+m)1+£S2. (6.9)
Thus, the tree-level diagram reads

= eW(p2 - P l - q)Tv

Before we continue, we need to do some kinematics. First, expand the external

momentum vectors on the perpendicular basis. Using the invariants in Eq. (6.6),

we obtain

q = Qq, (6.10)

Pl = Q ^ , (6.11)

(vz - w)t + {vw - z)q
Vi = Q -r~7. I-P2J.> (6.12)

4i r
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where r = m2/Q2, v = \/ l + 4x2r, and w = Jz2 — 4x2r(r — p\±IQ2)- Henceforth
we will neglect all contributions of relative order m2/Q2. The spin vectors are not
simple on this basis. It is more practical to introduce two light-like vectors with
p • n = 1, such that

Pi = P + ^ " > ( 6 1 3 )

xm2 zQ2 , f i l ,v

In other words, p and n define the frame in which pi and pi have no transverse
components, as opposed to t and q which give the frame in which p\ and q have
no transverse momentum. On the transverse basis, the spin vectors read

Ax /
51 = m" V

A2 /
s2 = — I -

m \ z v tx )

where sfT = (g^ - p^n" - n"p")5,-Xv) (t = 1,2). The translation between the two
frames is made by using

P = £(M' <6-17)
x /

n = Q\

^ ^ - ? ) (t = l,2). (6.19)

Returning to the tree level diagram, and using Eqs. (6.10) to (6.12), the delta
function can be written as

^ (6.20)

The two frames introduced above coincide in this case, since P21 = 0. Working out
the trace, we obtain the tree-level result in perturbative QCD. By comparing with
Eq. (6.7), we can identify the following distribution and fragmentation functions:

0 , -(6-21)

H C ) , (6-22)
whereas all interaction dependent correlations (denoted by a ~), as well as all time-
reversal odd ones are identically zero. Note also that gi(£) = gr(€) — 9i(0 = 0
and /i2(£)/2 = / IL (0 ~ ^i(0 — 0. These results could also have been obtained
directly by projection from the correlators (6.8) and (6.9).
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1 -• P2,-S2

Pi,-Si

"h
O Q y

Figure 6.2: Amplitudes.

6.2.2 One-loop level

Next, we calculate the bremsstrahlung contribution (that is, X = g) in leading-log
approximation using dimensional regularization [79] for the mass divergencies [80].
We work in the Feynman gauge. Also we use the 't Hooft-Veltman prescription
75 = t'7°717273. The expression for the real-gluon parton tensor, following from
the amplitudes (6) and (c) in Fig. 6.2, is

= -e2CF9
2fi2'6((p2-Pl-q)2)

(6.23)

where
1 l

We neglect all m2/Q2 terms, since mass singularities are taken care of by e =
(4 — D)/2. We do, however, keep contributions of order m/Q, which come with
the twist-three correlations. Using Eqs. (6.10) to (6.12), the delta function in the
massless limit reads

((P2 - Pi - q)2) = S I pl± + (6.25)

Integrating over pj± in D — 2 dimensions gives
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where a = g2/4n and for the angular integration in an n-dimensional Euclidian
space we used (r being the radial coordinate)

The trace is performed using the kinematics developed in the preceding subsection.
From Eqs. (6.18) and (6.19), we pick up several pi± terms. We use the following
relations for symmetric integration

= 0, (6.28)

), (6-29)

etcetera, and then apply Eq. (6.26). The resulting expressions contain two sorts of
singularities. One coming from the denominators l/(/>i + q)2 oc 1/(1 — z), the other
coming from l/(j>2 — Q)2 OC 1/(1 — z). Both are regulated by the same dimensional
parameter e, as can be made explicit by replacing in the sense of distributions

r(l + e)r(l - e) \-U{\ - x) + p -L_- + O(e)J , (6.30)

- 2 c ) L
The above relations may be proven by taking moments on both sides [81]. Working
in the leading-log approximation means that in the end we keep only the terms
which diverge in the limit e —> 0. The real-gluon structure functions contain both
double and single poles in 1/e. The structure function that, in Eq. (6.7), multiplies
(—S'x") f°r instance reads at O(a)

**n (**fY r ( i - e ) [2

-z)- ~S(1 - x)-±±£- + O{1)] • (6.32)
e ( 1 ^ ) J

^6(1 z)
e ( l - x ) + e

The (non-factorizable) double poles cancel against the virtual contributions due
to the Bloch-Nordsieck theorem [82, 83].

We may use different gauges for the bremsstrahlung and elastic processes, since
for finite e they are physically distinguishable processes and therefore gauge in-
variant by themselves. For the virtual graphs we use the Landau gauge, since in
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this gauge Z2 = 1. The only diagram that contributes is the vertex diagram in

Fig. 6.2(d). It gives a vertex function of the form

^ - 7"#], (6-33)

where the two form factors in the high-energy limit read

The virtual corrections now follow from the expression

C + « C , ) = e2«J4(p2 - Pl - q)

xTr [(* + m) ( i ± ^ L ) r*(-*)(* + m) ( i ± ^ " ) H*)] . (6.36)

The kinematics is equally simple as for the tree-level diagram since again p2± = 0.

The resulting O(a) virtual contribution that has to be added to the real result

Eq. (6.32), for example, is

Indeed it is seen that the double poles cancel exactly. The total tree-level and

one-loop result for this structure function can be written as

e *(i-*)-7=r
l+x2 .3

) )
+-8(1 - x) + O(e)

*ty+

-T- + ̂ ( 1 - ') + <?(£)1) + O(a2), (6.38)
*)+ 2 J J

which (apart from the factor 2e2z) can be written as an effective / i times an

effective D\. The corresponding splitting functions are then easily read off. They

are listed in the first array of table 6.1, along with the other correlations that

appear in the semi-inclusive cross section. The time-reversal odd ones are all zero.

Note that the twist-two expressions were used to fix the twist-three ones. Note also

that there is still some ambiguity in the 8 sector for the twist-three correlations,

parametrized by two constants a and b. They need to be fixed by other processes.
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Table 6.1: Distributions and fragmentation functions and their corresponding non-
singlet splitting functions (divided by CF) in the absence of quark-gluon-quark cor-
relations,
Distribution Fragmentation

2CGt(C) (

9T(t)

MO
2CGr(C)

6.3 Inclusive DIS on a quark target

The constant a can be fixed by reduction of semi-inclusive to the totally inclusive
process. The corresponding DIS parton tensor can be obtained by summing over
the produced quark's spin (that is, setting s2 = 0) and integrating over both p?±

and z. Recalling the expansions (2.13) and (2.14) for the symmetric and anti-
symmetric parts, respectively, in terms of four structure functions, we find

9l(x,Q2) = F1(x,Q2) = ^
2x

(6.39)

r(i - 2c) c

x [2x - 6(1 -x) + O(e)) + O(a2)). (6.40)

Notice that the O(a°) results agree with Eqs (2.35) and (2.36). These partonic
structure functions are of course unphysical since they blow up in the limite —̂  0.
The expression for gi, however, can be written in the form of Eq. (6.1) if we
absorb the singularity —a/(2ne)APl,g((), with the splitting function of Eq. (6.2),
into the quark distribution, which is then redefined to be the physically measurable
distribution. This renormalization procedure is analogous to the one for ultraviolet
divergencies and is called mass factorization
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The structure function gi is seen to satisfy the Burkhardt-Cottingham sum
rule, apart maybe for finite terms. In Ref. [84] it was shown that even the finite
terms do not violate the sum rule. Upon comparison with Eqs. (3.32) and (3.33),
we conclude that the distribution function gr has the non-singlet quark-quark
splitting function

In other words, the constant a appearing in Tab. 6.1 is equal to zero. The constant
6 must be fixed by some other process. Its vanishing would imply the validity of
the h? sum rule in perturbative QCD.



Chapter 7

Summary and outlook

In this thesis we studied the response of polarized hadrons to several high-energy
probes, working in the framework of the field theoretic model. Emphasis is laid
upon higher-twist effects such as quark transverse momentum.

An energetic lepton is perhaps the cleanest probe of hadron substructure.
Therefore the inclusive DIS process is very well suited to study QCD, both the-
oretically and experimentally. The number of structure functions in the electro-
magnetic ross section is limited to four, two of which are not present if (lepton)
beam or (hadron) target are unpolarized. From general principles we were able to
derive four positivity constraints on the structure functions without invoking the
cumbersome helicity formalism, as is usually done. The on-shell quark model is
used to illustrate these constraints. Subsequently, we concentrated on the higher-
twist structure function g2(x,Q2).~Jt is used to explain the workings of the field
theoretic model. In this approach the hadronic tensor is diagrammatically fac-
torized in a hard part, which can be calculated perturbatively, and a soft part
consisting of nonlocal matrix elements. The latter are non-perturbative in nature
and so far have not been calculated from first principles. Their color gauge invari-
ance is ensured by path-ordered exponentials which were seen to be generated by
longitudinal gluons. The electromagnetic gauge invariance of the EFP approach at
higher-twist is not manifest, due to off-shell effects. This can be mended by using a
different factorization introduced by Qiu. In his approach, contributions of definite
twist come from matrix elements with definite parton number. We supplemented
this Qiu factorization by including quark-mass effects. After this extension, all
partons can be taken on-shell, collinear, and massless. The calculations become
more transparent and, moreover, gauge invariance is manifest.
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Although the soft matrix elements are non-perturbative, and hence as yet un-
calculable, from general principles such as hermiticity, parity, time-reversal, and
Lorentz invariance one can obtain a lot of information. Also the equations of mo-
tion for the quark fields impose constraints on the correlation functions. A nice
example of such a constraint is the Burkhardt-Cottingham sum rule, at tree-level
implying the vanishing of the first moment of the twist-three distribution function
9i(0- ft w a s s e e n t° f°ll°w as a corollary of a decomposition of this distribution in
terms of its twist-two, quark-mass, and interaction-dependent parts. This decom-
position can also be made for a similar distribution, /i2(f )> including the analogue
of the sum rule. In the bag model we calculated the distribution functions. We
concluded that for both g-i and h2 the interaction-dependent parts are of the same
order of magnitude as the twist-two parts.

The field theoretic approach surpasses the OPE in being also applicable to
processes with more hadrons in the initial or final state. For example, the collision
of two hadron beams producing a heavy lepton-pair in the final state, known as
the Drell-Yan process, can be analyzed within the model. For this process the
number of structure functions is dramatically higher, especially if both hadrons
are polarized. We calculate them at leading order and make some simplifications,
such as integrating over the lepton-pair transverse momentum QT, setting it to
zero, or assuming Gaussian distribution functions. The transverse momentum
plays a crucial role in the calculation of the sub-leading cross section. One way to
proceed is to introduce two frames, one in which to consider the hadrons and one
in which to consider the structure functions. As a result we found an asymmetry
differing from the one in the literature. We argued that our way of handling the
transverse momenta is the consistent one.

Instead of having an extra hadron in the initial state, one can also consider
semi-inclusive DIS, where a hadron in the quark jet is measured. The hadroniza-
tion of quarks is described by fragmentation functions. Fragmentation correlation
functions are similar to their distribution counterparts, except that, due to final-
state interactions, time-reversal invariance imposes no constraints that one can
use to limit the number of fragmentation functions. In a sense this is nice, since
it enables one to obtain information on the polarization of the quarks without
measuring the spin of the produced hadron. This is the Collins effect. We rederive
it within our framework and find additional azimuthal asymmetries. They have
a good experimental signature and provide clear probes of the hadron spin struc-
ture. In the case that the produced hadron is self-analyzing, such as the A particle,
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one can deduce its polarization from its decay products. This gives a handle on
polarized fragmentation function, a subject that is relatively new to the QCD
community and for which data are essentially non-existent. We give the complete
subleading cross section, in the case that the hadron's transverse momentum is
integrated over.

There is one situation in which the distribution and fragmentation functions
can be calculated exactly. This is for free-quark targets and fragments. The
semi-inclusive DIS hadron tensor is calculated in perturbative QCD, including
leading-logarithmic radiative corrections. From it we can identify the free-quark
distribution and fragmentation functions. For inclusive DIS on a transversely
polarized quark the Burkhardt-Cottingham sum rule is seen to hold exactly.

We conclude that spin-dependent high-energy processes provide new windows
on the quark and gluon sub-structure of hadrons. Also, higher-twist effects such as
intrinsic transverse momentum, off-shellness, quark-gluon-quark correlations, and
quark masses contain a wealth of information on the nature of hadrons. Experi-
mentally, most distribution and fragmentation functions mentioned in this thesis
are as yet unknown. There are however proposals for experiments which could al-
ter this situation [85, 86, 87, 88, 89]. On the theoretical side much work still needs
to be done, especially on the QCD radiative corrections. It is expected that in the
near future the full one-loop correction to the structure function g2{x,Q2) can be
given including the finite terms. We hope that, in the long run, factorization of
the mass divergencies at higher twist can be established.
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Samenvatting

Hogere-twist correlaties in gepolariseerde hadronen

In dit proefschrift bestuderen we de structuur van gepolariseerde hadronen door
na te gaan hoe deze zich manifesteert in verschillende hoog-energetische verstrooi-
ingsprocessen. We werken daarbij in de context van het veldentheoretische model
en leggen de nadruk op de rol van hogere-twist effecten, zoals transversaal impuls
van de quarks.

Een hadron is een deeltje dat is opgebouwd uit quarks en gluonen met een
wisselwerking die beschreven wordt door de kleur-ij ktheorie of quantumchromody-
namica (QCD). Voorbeelden van hadronen zijn protonen en neutronen. In tegen-
stelling tot hadronen zijn elektronen elementaire deeltjes. Dit is de reden dat het
beschieten van hadronen door elektronen een zeer geschikt middel is om de sub-
structuur van hadronen te bestuderen. Het proces waarbij alleen de impuls van
het verstrooide elektron wordt gemeten heet diep-inelastische verstrooiing (DIS).
De werkzame doorsnede van dit proces wordt uitgedrukt in vier structuurfunc-
ties, waarvan twee alleen gemeten kunnen worden als de elektronbundel en het
hadron beide gepolariseerd zijn. De structuurfuncties voldoen aan bepaalde be-
grenzingsvoorwaarden, welke we afleiden zonder de hulp van het nogal omslachtige
heliciteitsformalisme. We behandelen een simpel model waarin de quarks zich op
hun massaschil bevinden, en we tonen aan dat aan de begrenzingsvoorwaarden
wordt voldaan. Vervolgens concentreren we ons op de structuurfunctie g2{x,Q2).
We gebruiken deze om het veldentheoretische model uit te leggen. In dit model
wordt de hadronische tensor berekend door hem te ontwikkelen in diagrammen
welke bestaan uit een hard stuk, te bereken door middel van storingstheorie, en
een zacht stuk, uitgedrukt in niet-lokale matrixelementen. De laatste zijn tot
dusver niet direct vanuit QCD berekend, omdat een storingstheoretische aanpak
niet werkt. De electromagnetische ijkinvariantie is in het veldentheoretische model
van Ellis, Furmariski, en Petronzio niet manifest doordat de quarks zich niet op hun
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massaschil bevinden. Dit euvel kan gerepareerd worden door een andere splitsing
in harde en zachte stukken toe te passen; de Qiu-factorisatie. Na deze factorisatie
komen bijdragen met een welbepaalde twist overeen met matrixelementen met een
welbepaald aantal veldoperatoren. Qiu werkt met massaloze quarks. Wij genera-
liseren zijn formalisme, zodat het ook toepasbaar is voor quarks met massa. Het
voordeel van deze aanpak is dat in het harde stuk alle partonen op hun massaschil,
collineair en massaloos genomen mogen worden, wat de berekening vergemakke-
lijkt. Tevens is manifest aan ijkinvariatie voldaan.

Hoewel de matrixelementen nog niet berekend zijn, kunnen we veel informatie
ontlenen aan eisen als hermiticiteit, alsmede pariteits-, tijdsomkeer- en Lorentz-
invariantie. Ook de bewegingsvergelijkingen voor de quarkvelden leggen beperkin-
gen op aan de correlatiefuncties. Een gevolg van bovenstaande eisen is bijvoorbeeld
de Burkhardt-Cottingham somregel. In leidende orde in de koppelingsconstante
volgt deze uit het feit dat het eerste moment van de distributie flfeCf ) verdwijnt.
Dit is een direct gevolg van de opsplitsing van deze distributie in drie termen welke
overeenkomen met matrixelementen van respectievelijk twist-twee, quark-massa,
en interactie-afhankelijke operatoren. Deze opsplitsing kan ook gemaakt worden
voor de vergelijkbare distributie /i2(£)> waarvoor derhalve een analoge somregel
opgeschreven kan worden. We rekenen de verschillende bijdragen voor gi en /i2 uit
in het bagmodel en concluderen dat het interactie-afhankelijke en twist-twee stuk
in beide gevallen van vergelijkbare orde-grootte zijn.

De veldentheoretische aanpak verschilt van de operatorproductexpansie (OPE)
in het feit dat hij ook toepasbaar is op processen met meer in- of uitkomende
hadronen. De botsing van twee hadronbundels, bijvoorbeeld, waarbij een zwaar
leptonpaar vrijkomt, bekend als het Drell-Yan proces, kan binnen het veldentheo-
retische model geanalyseerd worden. De werkzame doorsnede van het Drell-Yan
proces bestaat uit aanzienlijk meer structuurfuncties, vooral als de beide hadro-
nen gepolariseerd zijn. We berekenen de structuurfuncties die leidend zijn in de
l/Q ontwikkeling, waarna we vereenvoudigingen toepassen, zoals integratie over
het transversale impuls, QT, van het leptonpaar, het nul stellen ervan, of het aan-
nemen van Gaussische verdelingen. Transversaal impuls speelt een cruciale rol in
de berekening van de sub-leidende werkzame doorsnede. Een handig hulpmiddel is
de introductie van twee inertiaalstelstels; één waarin de hadronen en één waarin de
structuurfuncties worden beschouwd. Resultaat van de berekening is een asymme-
trie die niet overeenkomt met de asymmetrie bekend uit de literatuur. We stellen
dat onze manier om transversaal impuls te behandelen de correcte is.
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In semi-inclusieve DIS meet men een hadron in de quarkjet. Dat extra hadron
is dus uit- in plaats van ingaand. Hadronisatie van quarks wordt geparametriseerd
door middel van fragmentatie- in plaats van distributiefuncties. Vanwege 'final-
state' interacties legt tijdsomkeerinvariantie geen extra beperkingen op, waardoor
er meer fragmenatatie- dan distributiefuncties zijn. In zekere zin komt dat goed
uit, omdat men hierdoor in staat is informatie te verkrijgen over de polarisatie
van de verstrooide quarks zonder dat de polarisatie van het geproduceerde hadron
gemeten hoeft te worden. Dit verschijnsel heet het Collins-effect. We leiden het af
binnen het veldentheoretische model en vinden daarnaast extra azimuthale asym-
metrieën. Deze zijn experimenteel goed herkenbaar en kunnen inzicht geven in
de spinstructuur van hadronen. Als het geproduceerde hadron zelf-analyserend is,
zoals het A-deeltje, dan is het mogelijk om uit zijn vervalsproducten zijn polarisatie
af te leiden. Hierdoor krijgen we vat op gepolariseerde fragmentatiefuncties, wat
een relatief nieuw onderwerp is en waarvoor vrijwel geen experimentele gegevens
bestaan. We geven de complete sub-leidende werkzame doorsnede voor het geval
dat men heeft geïntegreerd over de transversale impuls van het geproduceerde
hadron.

Voor het (hypothetische) geval van vrije quarks kunnen de correlatiefuncties
exact berekend worden. We laten dit zien aan de hand van de uitdrukking voor
de hadronische tensor voor semi-inclusieve DIS, berekend door middel van sto-
ringstheorie, waarbij we ook de QCD-stralingscorrecties in rekening brengen. We
werken in de leidend-logarithmische benadering, wat betekent dat we eindige ter-
men weggooien. We identificeren de verschillende distributie- en fragmentatiefunc-
ties en laten zien dat de Burkhardt-Cottingham somregel geldig blijft, inclusief
stralingscorrecties.

We concluderen dat spin-afhankelijke hoog-energetische processen nieuwe in-
zichten bieden in de quark- en gluonstructuur van hadronen. Het veldentheo-
retische model blijkt een adequaat middel te zijn om de werkzame doorsnedes te
berekenen van verschillende processen, inclusief hogere-twist effecten veroorzaakt
door intrinsiek transversaal impuls, off-shell gedrag, quark-gluon-quark correlaties,
en quarkmassa's.
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